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ABSTRACT

The importance of carefully recording and interpreting soil stratigraphy at
archaeological sites has long been agreed upon. The “structural stratigraphy” o f building
remains, however, have been less rigorously analyzed and consequently the information
inherent in these remains has been under-recorded and thus under-utilized.
This thesis is uses the structural remains at the King’s Castle, Castle Island,
Bermuda, for an exploration into the archaeological methods and theory which would be
involved in a more thorough recording of structures at archaeological sites. It is generally
not possible or desirable to literally excavate the stratigraphy of standing remains as this
would destroy the building. On some rare occasions, renovations of historical buildings
allow for the physical removal of structural strata and a close-up look at the building’s
stratigraphic interfaces. Generally, however, a less invasive method of analysis is
required. The method this paper has relied upon is the detailed illustration of the facades
of all major structural remains. The illustrations were then, in a manner of speaking,
“excavated”, or broken apart into their stratigraphic units. The result is a chronological
index and visual record of each building element at the King’s Castle. This data is then
combined with what is known about the site through historical documents. Eventually,
the information which has been compiled and presented here will be integrated with
future archaeological and historical research involving the King’s Castle. The thesis thus
demonstrates the efficacy of applying stratigraphic methods to standing remains on
archaeological sites.

IMAGING AND IMAGINING THE PAST
The Use of Illustrations in the Interpretation of Structural Development
at the King’s Castle, Castle Island, Bermuda

INTRODUCTION

The King’s Castle is one of those unique structures which through luck and circumstance
has maintained much of its original integrity. It is located on a small island, aptly named
‘Castle Island’, along with two other 17th century fortifications: Devonshire Redoubt and
the Landward Fort (FIG. 1). Some historical documents refer to the entire military
compound on Castle Island (the three forts and ancillary buildings) as “The King’s
Castle”. However, throughout this report, the King’s Castle refers only to the
fortification on the southeast point of Castle Island (FIG. 2).

Castle
Harbour

A tlan tic

Ocean
^-S o u th a m p to n Fort

The Fortifications
at
C astle H arb o u r

Bermuda

Figure 1 - Location Map
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Construction of the King’s Castle began in the early 1600s under the leadership of
Bermuda’s first Governor Richard Moore. The fortification remained important for
Bermuda’s defenses until the early 1800s. After its decline in defensive importance,
Castle Island remained under the stewardship of the English military into the twentieth
century, when it then became protected under an Historic Preservation Act. As a result
o f its isolation from the main islands of Bermuda and its long period as military property,
it has been nearly untouched by the effects of land development which have destroyed so
many other important archaeological sites of early European colonization. Recent
archaeological investigations have yielded more artifactual remains dating from the 17th
to the 19th centuries than was originally hoped for (Barka and Harris 1994). Most
importantly for the purposes of this paper is the remarkable amount of the fortification
which remains standing in its original placement.

Figure 2 - Plan of Castle Island
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The good fortune of the survival of King’s Castle means that an architectural
history need not rely primarily upon the historical accounts, the below-ground remains,
and the imagination of the researcher, but may refer to the structure itself as a way of
understanding the site’s use and development. The importance of this should not be
overlooked as it opens up a variety of ways to comprehend a site which are not readily
available at sites with below-ground remains alone. The standing remains provide us
with an additional archive of information concerning building techniques, spatial
organization, and the changing utilization of the landscape.
One problem which is inherent in a site with standing structures, below-ground
remains, and documentary evidence is the difficulty in pulling it all together into a
coherent, comprehensive picture of the past. Recently, some archaeologists working at
sites with standing remains have commented on the lack of methodological precedents for
such an undertaking. (Simmons, Stachiw, and Worrell 1993; Davies 1993). In their
article Simmons et al. (ibid., 190) illustrate that the “architectural stratigraphy” of
standing remains is as critical to record and understand as “normal” below-ground
archaeological stratigraphy. Yet, it is not uncommon for the below-ground remains of a
site to be compiled and interpreted by archaeologists while the architectural data of the
same site is separately researched by architectural historians. Any sharing of data sets has
tended to be incidental and capricious. Rarely have the two data sets been combined into
a comprehensive site analysis. In an attempt to correct this Simmons et al. analyzed the
architectural remains of the Bixby Site as stratified entities, analogous to the horizontal
stratigraphy of the below-ground archaeological remains. Both the architectural and
archaeological finds are supplemented with extensive documentary research. In
4

searching for a method to properly organize and integrate such divergent data
(archaeological, architectural and documentary sources) Simmons et al. developed the
concept of the “total site matrix”, a derivation of the archaeologically-conceived ‘Harris
Matrix5 (Harris 1989). In this reworked matrix, the architectural elements of a site are
broken down into the smallest significant event and then arranged stratigraphically in the
normal Harris Matrix manner. The archaeological and architectural matrices are then
linked to each other, thereby reuniting events that were obviously indivisible when the
site was formed.
The complexities of unraveling the periods of a structure's construction,
destruction, and repair, and then uniting this to the archeological and historical data have
also been discussed by Martin Davies (1993). He notes that while traditional methods of
recording a standing structure (photographs, illustrations and photogrammetry) may
produce excellent visual records, they are unable to exploit the wealth of stratigraphic
data which are intrinsic to any in situ remains. Davies stresses that just as the
interrelationships of archaeological strata and interfaces are critical to the proper
understanding of archaeological remains below-ground, so too are the interfaces and
layers of intact structures which remain above the ground's surface. Like Simmons et al.,
Davies resolves the lack of proper methodology for the analysis and stratigraphic
organization of standing structures through the application of the Harris Matrix.
The King’s Castle is an excellent candidate for a ‘total site matrix’. As mentioned
above, the structural integrity of the site is quite good. Additionally, there is a wealth of
historical data which, if fully utilized, can flesh out the bare facts presented by a standing
building. Finally, the initial archaeological yields have been promising. Once the
5

archaeological data has been fully processed, the results may be organized into their own
matrix which will be easily integrated into the architectural matrix presented in this
report.
The attempt to treat structural remains as equivalent to ordinary archaeological
stratigraphy must begin with the careful recording of these upstanding strata. The same
attention to detail which is given to plans and profiles of horizontal features and
interfaces must also be employed with the scale elevations and plans of the building
remains. The first chapter discusses the role illustrations can serve in the interpretation of
such an archaeological site. The second chapter presents the finished drawings of the
major structural features at the King’s Castle with an accompanying explanation of what
each drawing depicts. Out of these initial site records, interpretive drawings were created
which pull apart each elevation drawing into its major structural, i.e. stratigraphic
“events”. Once these events were identified and numbered, they were sequentially
ordered in relative time according to the matrix method set out by Edward Harris. Last is
a discussion o f the history of Bermuda as it relates to and affected the structural
landscape of the King’s Castle.
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CHAPTER ONE

ILLUSTRATIONS AS METHODOLOGY

Since the results of excavation are above all visual - we record, after all,
very little which we cannot see - it follows that the illustrations form the
core of the report, from which the text, descriptive or interpretive, stems.
(Barker 1982, 233.)

Philip Barker’s quote asserts an idea that most archaeologists intuitively know.
Whether quickly stretching at a site to make sense of a complicated arrangement of
stratigraphy, or completing final inked drawings of a site plan, the process of drafting is a
critical part of any site’s interpretation. Through the detailed recording of structures,
features, and even individual artifacts, we come closer to an understanding of what the
drawn objects are, and what they are not. Previously undetected wear marks on an artifact
become obvious once under the careful scrutiny of the illustrator’s eyes.

Periods of

destruction or repair emerge while measuring the elements of a building.
John James in his The Contractors o f Chartres has provided an astoundingly indepth example of the interpretive power of drawings (James 1979). James’ study centers
around the Cathedral of Chartres and the architectural and social contexts of the Middle
Ages which facilitated its construction. The majority of Chartres was built in the relatively
brief span of one generation. Nevertheless, no fewer than forty building campaigns were
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detected by James’ rigorous recording methods (which were in effect stratigraphic
methods):

By studying it in depth I was able to evolve the archaeological techniques
which were needed to prise out its secret and unexpected history. I found I
could not limit myself to only a few parts of the building, but I had to
analyse the whole. Only by looking at every stone could I see into the
patterns flowing through it. Each part could then be fitted into a natural
coherent order, so the contradictory became a tool in my hands.
Changes in the silhouette of a comice along a wall could be related
to different window outlines nearby, stone coursing and texture from the
stairs in the eastern towers helped to solve a problem in the southern
transepts, a curious detail in the apsidal stairs helped fix the date of a
tympanum in the north porch. The information from the whole building had
to be marshaled to resolve its history, and one of the most important [tools]
turned out to be the large isometric drawings that continue right through this
book, showing what the building looked like when each master first came
onto the job. They became the visual synthesis of its history by collating all
the joints between campaigns.
From this I was able to establish an exact chronology for nearly
every part of the building, and most of the last campaigns in the transepts
and towers. In a way I found myself returning to earlier archaeological
techniques which, in the words of Robert Branner, “fragments the Gothic
monument into many parts and assigns each one to a different man”. (James
1979, 10.)

Although James does not explicitly state it here, his research method essentially involves
the analysis of the cathedral’s stratigraphy, or structural events. His interpretive illustration
of the cathedral’s sanctuary walls (FIG.3) shows how James graphically distinguishes the

8
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Figure 3 - Illustration shows stratigraphic interfaces of discrete building phases
in the sanctuary walls of the Cathedral of Chartres. From John James, The
Contractors o f Chartres, Vol.l, 39 (Australia: Mondorla Publications, 1979).

discrete structural elements to identify the “signatures” of the forty distinct building
campaigns, or “stratigraphic periods”.

The shaded areas with lettered cornices each

represent a different builder. The concept behind James’ work is identical to that which
motivates the archaeologist to pull apart distinct features in the soil’s stratigraphy and
assign each one individual context numbers.
The analysis of archaeological stratigraphy has been aided over the years through
the use of stratigraphic sections or profiles. In his article on stratigraphic sections, Giorgio
Buccellati writes:

In order to better understand the concept of section . . .we may visualize a
simple conceptual model to represent the underlying concept of
stratification. Commonly, the analogy is made between an archaeological
site and a layer cake. More aptly, however, a site should be compared to a
machine in which the parts all fit together. As indicated in the exploded
view [see FIG.4], to remove any one part one must follow an order inverse
to the assembly sequence. (Buccellati 1992, 66.)
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By “pulling apart” a building on paper in the reverse order which it was put together, more
information may be uncovered about how it was constructed and in what order various
elements were built.

Figure 4 - Graphic analogy of disassembled archaeological stratigraphy.
From Giorgio Buccellati’s “Stratigraphic Sections” in Archaeological
Illustrating (Los Angeles: Institute of Archaeology, Univ. of California,
1992, 67.)

In an attempt to interpret the development of the King’s Castle, the initial scale
drawings of the major structural features at the site were redrawn in AutoCAD and then
“exploded” or “pulled apart” in the same manner as Figure 4 (see Chapter 2). Each
meaningful structural event became its own entity with a unique context number. However,
graphically pulling apart the discrete building elements does not clarify the structural
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development to the fullest possible extent. While Figure 4 successfully reveals the complex
interrelationships of the individual elements, it falls short of its potential on two levels:
First, although each discrete element is given a unique context number, it is not clear what
every element is, what function each serves.

Second, while the chronological order is

implied in the placement of related items, the observer cannot be certain of what elements
must have come before or after another, nor can they decipher how many direct
stratigraphic relationships any one element possesses.
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Figure 5 - Matrix of Buccellati’s lawnmower clarifies the stratigraphic
relationships of his exploded drawing.

To resolve these problems the exploded drawings of the King’s Castle are
accompanied by a table which lists each context number in the drawing and provides a brief
description of that element. These events were then stratigraphically ordered using the
Harris Matrix.

In this manner the elements of the King’s Castle structures have been

identified, catalogued, and interpreted in a fashion usually reserved for below ground
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remains alone.

Had Buccellati gone this one step further, the “stratigraphic relationships”

of the lawnmower would have been that much clearer.

Figure 5 orders Buccellati’s

“exploded” machine parts into a matrix showing which machinepart would have been
placed above or below another, and which have no apparent physical (i.e. stratigraphic)
relationships whatsoever. Of course such rigorous attention seems absurd when applied to a
lawnmower’s component parts, but is easily justified for the recording of historically
important structures. Before commencing with the graphic presentation and interpretation
of the King’s Castle structures, it is worth reviewing the methods and archaeological
principles behind the Harris Matrix.

The Harris Method
The archaeological stratigraphy of a site is the framework to which all subsequent
archaeological inquiries must eventually conform. Making sense out of the wide range of
data available at an archaeological site can be difficult, particularly when the typical
limitations on time, money, and experienced excavators are the case. Nevertheless, the
precision of later site interpretations will be largely determined by the degree of accuracy
which was reached in the initial records and site chronology. Philip Barker has made
note of the diminishing returns of site records:

The establishment of structural patterns and chronological frameworks is
itself only the first stage towards the economic, cultural, and in the widest
sense, historical interpretation which should follow. Obviously, if the
earlier stages of the interpretation are mistaken, the subsequent stages will
be further removed from the truth about the site as it was in the period
under investigation. (Barker 1982, 192-3.)
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O f all the information collected during an excavation, the stratigraphic relationships are
the most critical to get right the first time around, as it is this network of strata which is
destroyed by the process of excavation. The artifacts and ecofacts within the soil are
normally available for reanalysis years after they were taken out of the earth, but the
relationships between the layers which contained these objects can not be reconstituted
for later analysis unless properly recorded. It is this need for sensitivity towards the
stratigraphic record which lead to the development of the Harris Matrix in the 1970s
(Harris, Brown, and Brown 1993). Edward Harris explains the niche which the Harris
Matrix fills in the archaeological discourse and practice as follows:

Prior to 1975, section drawings were used to demonstrate stratigraphic
sequences, but on complex sites they can only show a small portion of the
sequence. . .The standard section drawing is a two-dimensional representation of a
portion o f the stratigraphic sequence of a site, as evinced by deposits and
stratigraphic features in superposition.
It shows the thickness and length of the various deposits on a particular
plane through the site. The width, or full horizontal area, of each stratigraphic
unit, which represents its third dimension is, on the contrary, only to be found in a
plan drawing of its surface. The chronological interpretation, in relative time (i.e.
which came first?), of the stratigraphic unit introduces the fourth, or time,
dimension into the equation, the result of which is the determination of the
stratigraphic sequence of the site. . . By the introduction of the Harris Matrix. . .it
became possible to show the entire stratigraphic sequence of an archaeological
site in a single diagram. (Harris, Brown, and Brown 1993, 1.)

Stratigraphically speaking, it is from a very early point in human history that
geological principles of stratigraphy were no longer applicable to man-made
stratification: It is from that time that a claim for ‘archaeological stratigraphy’ as
a separate, earth-forming process, cannot be refuted. (Harris 1989, xii.)

As the above quotes illustrate, the Harris Matrix may be seen as offering two critical
contributions to archaeological discourse: (1) Methodological: It is a pragmatic tool
13

which the archaeologist may use to elucidate the normally complex interrelationships of
the stratigraphic sequence. The time saved in attempting to decipher the stratigraphy
every time a new question comes up in the site interpretation means more time which
may be spent on the formulation of more far-reaching analyses and conclusions. (2)
Theoretical: The Harris Matrix shifted the theoretical focus on stratigraphy from the illsuited geological conception where the norm is large areas of relatively homogenous
sedimentary material being acted upon over very long periods of time in uniform,
immutable and natural ways, to a better suited archaeological perspective where the
affected areas of stratigraphy are conceptualized as fast-evolving, patchy concentrations
(relative to geological time and space dimensions respectively) which are as much
determined by human preference as by natural agents such as weathering or natural
selection.

The Harris Matrix
As noted above the matrix is a methodological tool which makes it possible to
conceptualize the relative chronology of a site, its stratigraphic sequence. It is a twodimensional diagram, much like a flow chart, which details the most direct physical
relationships of every stratigraphic unit recorded at an archaeological site. As such, it is a
more accurate and complete rendering of the site’s stratigraphic relationships because, in
the same manner as Buccellati’s exploded diagram, the matrix shows how all contexts at
a site relate to all others. Each stratigraphic unit is appointed a context number
immediately upon its discovery in the field. When the matrix of the site is subsequently
formulated, each unit is represented in the diagram by a small rectangular box containing
14

the context number assigned to it. Lines are then drawn connecting each context to its
most immediate stratigraphic relationships. Any two units of stratification at a site will
share one of three types of stratigraphic relationships when depicted in a Harris matrix:
(a) The units have no direct stratigraphic link to one another, (b) The units are in direct
superposition to each other, (c) The units are correlated and are assumed to have
originally been part of the same deposition or interface (FIG. 5) (Harris 1989, 34-5). The
matrix does not show every physical connection between the stratigraphic units, but
rather depicts only those stratigraphic relationships which reveal the step-by-step
development of the site through time. The result is a stylized image of the units of
stratification strung out through time.
The ultimate goal of any archaeological excavation is to pull together all the
sundry evidence and reconstruct the fullest, most fleshed out rendering of the events at
that site as is reasonably supportable. A key part of this process is to understand the site

A

B

C

Figure 6 - Diagram showing the three stratigraphic relationships which the
Harris Matrix is intended to show. From Edward Harris, Principles o f
Archaeological Stratigraphy (London: Academic Press, 1992.)
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relative to the contemporary events on a regional and global level. The initial matrix is
only capable of showing the relative time sequence of a site (‘which came first?’) without
any feel for when in calendar time the event occurred, nor the length o f time involved for
each event. As the synthesis of the site progresses, more and more will become known
about when and why the site evolved as it did. As this happens, the matrix can be
modified and linked to calendar years. The reworked matrix becomes a renewed index
used as a jumping off point for further site research. This continuing research is likely to
again add more revisions to the matrix. The process becomes an interactive,
complementary one. However, the original matrix, which was developed solely from the
stratigraphic information uncovered during the excavation, is never discarded. In the
event that more information turns up which would negate the accuracy of a modified
version o f the matrix, the researchers can once again return to the original, more accurate,
site sequence.

The Stratigraphic Principles Behind the Harris Matrix
The proper application of the Harris matrix to below-ground remains is dependent
upon four key principles or theoretical laws of archaeological stratigraphy. These laws
are understood to apply to all archaeological sites regardless of its cultural contents or
geographical location. Harris modified three classic principles in geological stratigraphy
and added a fourth principle to fit the unique demands of archaeological stratigraphy
(Harris 1989, 29-39). As such, these four laws emphasize what distinguishes
archaeological processes of stratification from geological ones. The following are brief
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explanations o f the principles of archaeological stratification as well as a inquiry into the
relevance o f each when investigating structural remains.

Law o f Superposition: This basic law of geology remains a fundamental principle in the
science of archaeological stratigraphy. Simply put, it is a law which states that all
stratigraphic layers, interfaces and features are laid down in order one on top of another.
Consequently, in an undisturbed site a stratigraphic layer, interface, or feature is
necessarily younger than any stratum, interface, or feature upon which it lies.
This law is important for the construction of architectural matrices. However, the
successive build up of strata on an intact building is somewhat more abstract than the
horizontal accumulation of soil and artifacts which is typical of archaeological
stratigraphy. The key conceptual distinction between architectural stratigraphy and
archaeological stratigraphy is that on standing structures the stratigraphy develops
outward rather than upwards. At a closer look this is actually not a modification of the
law of superposition, but rather just an amplification. In fact, all stratigraphy, be it
geological, archaeological, or architectural, develops in an outwardly fashion. The
distinction lies in ‘outward of what’?. In the case of archaeology and geology,
stratigraphy (under the influence of gravity) develops outward from the center of the
earth. In this sense ‘outward’ can be seen as equivalent to ‘upwards’. In the case of
standing structures the stratigraphic development is outward from the center of the
original building. This is why, for example, Simmons et al. were correct in their
assumption that layers of paint in the Bixby House were necessarily younger than the
wall on which the paint was applied (Simmons et al. 1993, 182). Gravity is not a primary
17

player in the formation o f architectural stratigraphy. In fact, in the case of standing
remains, gravity actually plays a destructive rather than formative role. Layers of
architectural stratigraphy (paint, mortar, support beams, shingles, etc.) are pulled away
from their original placement and down to the surface of the ground where they are
incorporated into the uppermost archaeological layer.

Law o f Original Horizontally: This law posits that in typical conditions unconsolidated
stratigraphic layers will tend to come to rest in horizontal layers. Any layers which
deviate from this and are instead resting in an angled or vertical position have conformed
to the contours of the ground’s surface when they were deposited.
Though important for understanding buried remains, it is not directly related to
standing structural remains as these, by definition, were built to defy gravity and the
tendency towards horizontality. The law’s primary importance for the architectural
analysis of a site is if the architectural data is combined with the archaeological data. The
elements o f a standing structure which have submitted to the law of original horizontality
may be ‘put back in place’, through a 2-D or 3-D reconstruction of the partially standing
building.

Law o f Original Continuity: The Law of Original Continuity suggests that the horizontal
boundaries of archaeological deposits and features will tend to gradually dwindle away in
a ‘feather-edged’ manner, or, if they were deposited against the edge of a basin of
deposition (for example, a dug-out trash pit, or an abandoned building) then the contours
of the deposit or feature will conform to the edge of the basin. If a deposit or feature does
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not end in a ‘feather-edge’, and no evidence of a basin of deposition is detected, then it
must be assumed the deposit was cut into after it was deposited.
This law, like the Law o f Original Horizontality, is not a key concept for the
investigation of architectural remains. Architectural structures violate the key dictum of
this law. The unconsolidated nature of archaeological deposits and the casual manner
which many deposits are laid down results in the ‘feather-edged’ tendency which this law
describes. In contrast, an architectural structure is generally a solid mass with a sharply
defined exterior

Law o f Stratigraphic Succession: The Law of Stratigraphic Succession, developed by
Harris in answer to the inability of geological principles to fully explain or organize
archaeological stratigraphy, is a critical concept in the creation of a Harris matrix. This
theoretical law states that for the purposes of constructing a site sequence (i.e., a Harris
Matrix), each stratigraphic unit is correctly positioned in the stratigraphic sequence if it is
situated above the youngest stratigraphic unit which lies below it, and below the oldest
stratigraphic unit which lies above it. In both situations, the stratigraphic units which are
directly linked in the matrix must have been physically connected and in superposition to
each other at the site. If the sequence has been constructed according to this premise,
then the resulting matrix will be a diagrammatic ordering of the events of the site as they
sequentially occurred in time. This law is equally important to observe for below- and
above-ground remains.
Although these four laws of archaeological stratigraphy have proven sufficient
guidelines when analyzing below-ground remains and the related soil stratigraphy, they
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are unable to address the unique conditions of architectural stratigraphy. The Law of
Original Horizontality and the Law of Original Continuity, as pointed out in the earlier
descriptions, are particularly inadequate when applied to architectural remains. An
additional law, the Law o f Original Consolidation, is suggested for the stratigraphic
interpretation of standing remains. This law assumes that it is not the contours of
surrounding strata which gives shape to the architectural structure, as is the case for soil
stratigraphy, but rather the intentions of the person or people responsible for the creation
of the structure.
The Law of Original Consolidation distinguishes architectural stratigraphy from
all other archaeological stratigraphy on three main criteria: (1) The intact architectural
stratigraphy is always of a comparatively consolidated nature. Conversely, below
ground stratigraphy most often consist of loose or scattered soil and debris. As a
structure erodes away it loses its consolidated nature, and so becomes part of the
surrounding soil stratigraphy. (2) The architectural stratigraphy is presumed to always
have some degree of human intentionality. The shape a structure takes is not a chance
occurrence but the result of human forethought and need. While this is sometimes the
case for below ground strata as well (what Harris calls “man-made layers”), it is equally
possible that a stratum or artifact was inadvertently or carelessly laid down. (3)
Architectural stratigraphy is built upwards in defiance of gravity and remains in situ
until gravity, in conjunction with other natural or human destructive forces, pulls the
structure away from itself. In contrast, the network of below ground remains which an
archaeologist uncovers are largely formed (rather than destroyed) by the forces of gravity.
As mentioned earlier, the stratigraphic succession of below ground remains, determined

largely by the forces of gravity, develops outward from the center of the earth.
Architectural stratigraphy, determined by the needs and skills of humans, resist gravity
and the resulting tendency towards horizontality. As such, architectural stratigraphy
develops outward from itself with the oldest layers being those elements which made up
the original shape of the structure.

Standing Remains as Units of Stratification
The greatest contribution which the Harris Matrix makes to the interpretation of
archaeological sites is the clarification and organization of the accumulated data from an
excavation. Its value for below ground remains is confirmed by its large scale adoption
by archaeologists all over the world. Architectural remains, however, have only recently
been treated as archaeological phenomena capable of being interpreted stratigraphically.
The research by Davies (1993) and Simmons et al. (1993) are two examples o f the
potential worth of approaching standing remains from such an angle. The resulting
database is independently valid and thorough, and moreover is easily integrated with
below-ground stratified remains should such data be available.
In order to determine the stratigraphic sequence of a standing building, it is
necessary to review the classification of below ground units of stratification and
determine their counterparts in standing remains.
Harris divides the layers of an archaeological site into two categories: deposits
and interfaces (FIG. 7). Deposits are further divided into “natural strata” and “manmade layers”. Natural strata may have been deposited through natural or human agents,
but in either case the deposit was not a planned occurrence but rather a byproduct of some
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other event. Man-made layers are deposits which have been intentionally laid down in
order to meet some human need. Their general location and dimensions are assumed to
have been conceived prior to their deposition. The distinction between a natural stratum
which was initially deposited by a human action, and a man-made layer is sometimes a
fine one which is determined primarily by the intention or lack thereof of the person
responsible for the deposit. Both categories of deposits tend to come to rest in a
horizontal position in accordance with the Law o f Original Horizontality discussed
above.

Units of Stratification

Interfaces

Deposits

Layer Interface
Natural Strata

Feature Interface

Manmade Layers*

Upstanding
Strata*

Horizontal
Layer Interface

Upstanding
Layer
Interface*

Cut into
U nconsolidated
Material

* = units of stratification related to architectural features

Figure 7. Harris’ Units of Stratification with emphasis on those units
related to architectural stratigraphy.
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Some features of architectural remains could be classified as general ‘man-made
layers’ (For example a floor mosaic, a brick walkway, or the wooden planks which form a
floor). O f course these horizontal architectural features are only a fraction of what makes
up a building. The walls, roofs, windows, doors and any number of other elements do not
fit nicely into the traditional image o f compact, horizontally arranged archaeological
strata. This visual contrast is largely responsible for the artificial separation between
remains which catch the attention of architectural historians and those which attract an
archaeologist.
Harris anticipates the potential to investigate architectural remains as
archaeological strata by creating a sub-category of the ‘man-made layers’ which he calls
‘upstanding strata’ (i.e., walls) (Harris 1989, 48). This sub-category suggests what
Simmons et al. and Davies have also discovered: that standing remains possess as much
potential information about a site’s development as do horizontal layers. Additionally,
this sub-category emphasizes the unique nature of vertical deposits which becomes
helpful to remember during a site synthesis. Upstanding strata, as Harris notes, tend to
result in more complicated site sequences because different stratigraphic layers are
formed on either side of the upstanding strata (Ibid., 48). These separate sequences, as
well as those formed in other ‘basins of deposition’, result in a multi-linear site sequence.
The complicated process of unraveling this multi-linear development is aided by the
organizational power of the Harris Matrix.
The second type of stratigraphic units is the ‘interface’. Interfaces are the surfaces
which lie in between deposits. The conceptual separation of surfaces from deposits
encourages a more complete understanding of the site’s formation processes. In the past
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most archaeologists were concerned with the deposits of soil and the artifacts which were
contained within. It is speculated that to consider only these elements of a site’s
stratigraphy while ignoring the interfaces in between is to forfeit 50% or more of the
available stratigraphic information (Harris, Brown, and Brown, p. 3). Combine this with
the additional loss of looking only at deposits below the ground’s surface and the
resulting information loss would well exceed 50%. There are two categories of interfaces
in archaeological stratigraphy which apply to both above- and below-ground remains: the
layer interface and the feature interface .
The layer interface refers to the original face of an archaeological deposit. This
interface would have been the surface which was in use during a given time period.
There are both ‘horizontal’ and ‘upstanding’ layer interfaces. Horizontal layer interfaces
are defined by the surface contours of a horizontal deposit. Upstanding layer interfaces
are defined by the surface contours of vertical deposits such as walls. Upstanding layer
interfaces are important for the proper understanding of a site’s vertical stratigraphic
development. It is the upstanding layer interfaces which represent, for example, the time
span between an initial coat of paint and the next.
Feature interfaces, also referred to as ‘interfaces of destruction’, are the surfaces
o f areas of a deposit which have been cut into or destroyed. Feature interfaces may be
horizontal or vertical, and may have been caused intentionally or inadvertently by
humans or nature. According to Harris’ definitions vertical feature interfaces occur only
upon the destruction of part of a horizontal layer (for example, digging a hole in the
ground results in a vertical feature interface), while horizontal feature interfaces occur
only on vertical standing remains (such as the natural decay of walls or the intentional
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demolition o f a structure). However, such terminology proves to be misleading when
applied to the structural remains at the King’s Castle. Quite often there are interfaces of
destruction which are vertical, but also structural. For example, Master Contexts Iii, Illi,
IVi, Xi, XlXi, which are all interfaces of destruction forming the carved bedrock
foundations of the Lower Battery, the Upper Battery, the Defensive Ditch, the Captain’s
House and the Officer’s Quarters respectively. Consequently, designating an interface of
destruction as “horizontal” or “vertical” obscures the actual physical dimensions of the
interface while offering no additional clarification. More useful differentiations between
types of feature interfaces might be distinguishing between feature interfaces cut into
unconsolidated material (i.e., soil) versus feature interfaces cut into consolidated material
(i.e., structures), and noting which feature interfaces were intentional versus those which
were unintentional byproducts of natural or human activities.
The units o f stratigraphy shown in Figure 7 were important in the construction of
a Harris Matrix for the King’s Castle architecture. The upstanding layer interface forces
one to consider, for example, the time span between the construction of a wall and the
layer of parging which covers it. The feature interface cut through consolidated material
includes the cutting away of the natural bedrock into the foundations and walls of many
of the structures, or cutting out part of a wall for the addition of a door or window, or the
leveling of a wall to add an addition. These interfaces are represented in the “exploded”
drawings by a ‘wire’ line which matches the contours of the partially destroyed surface to
which the interface corresponds (for example, note context #39, the interface for the door
added to the West wall of the Captain’s House in FIG. 11).
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A final interface concept is the Period Interface. This consists of all the feature
and layer interfaces which make up the usable ground surface of a site at any given time.
A deposit is never part of the surface landscape of a site. There is always a theoretical
layer or feature interface which “coats” it and serves as the actual stage on which all
activity at the site will be played out. This is the critical conceptual element of the
‘interface’. A broad grouping of the historical period interfaces at the King’s Castle has
resulted in the identification of five main phases at the site: (1) the natural bedrock
surface prior to any construction at the site, (2) the early period of construction at the
King’s Castle, covering the large time span from 1612 to the end of the 17th century, (3)
the renovation period proposed and carried out by Royal Engineer Andrew Dumford in
the late 18th century, (4) those repairs and alterations which occurred sometime after
Durnford’s activity, and (5) the final period of structural decay as the King’s Castle
gradually became less important for the security of Bermuda.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE ELEVATION AND INTERPRETIVE ILLUSTRATIONS
OF THE KING’S CASTLE

The purpose of this chapter is to present the drawings of the major structures at the
King’s Castle as they appear today. A brief explanation of the features is included with
each set of illustrations. Also included are the exploded or “pulled apart” versions of the
same drawings showing each structural event as an isolated entity. Each structural event
has been assigned a unique context number which was then incorporated into an
accompanying Harris Matrix of that drawing. Later chapters discuss the historical context
and documents which aided in the construction and phasing of these matrices. A written
description of each structural event can be found in Tables 1-11,

with each table

corresponding to one of the exploded views. In order to pull all of these events together, all
major events were assigned a “master context”. In this way, any event which is pictured in
more than one of the drawings will have a unique context number in each drawing, but will
also have a master context which applies to all drawings. For example, the door frame of
the Captain’s House is shown from the outside in Figures 10 and 11 with a context number
of 40. The same entrance is pictured from the interior of the Captain’s House in figures 18
and 19 and is given a unique context number of 118. However in both cases the door frame
has a master context of XVIii, The individual Harris Matrices which accompany each
pulled apart drawing has the unique context number of the event inside the rectangular box,
and the master context number on the exterior lower left of the box. Appendix A provides a
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full list of major structural events, the single master context numbers assigned to each event,
and all unique context numbers which correspond to the master contexts.

Once all of the

individual Harris Matrices were constructed, and the correlations combined into a master
context, a simplified Harris Matrix which encompasses the whole structural development of
the site was created (FIG. 28). Out of this matrix five basic activity phases of the King’s
Castle presented themselves: (1) Natural bedrock, unaltered by human activity, (2) Early
Construction including carving out of bedrock foundations,

(3) Late 1700s repairs and

renovations directed by Royal Engineer Andrew Dumford, (4) Post-Dumford Repairs, and
(5) the final period of structural decay and disrepair.
In all the elevation views of the King’s Castle it will be noticed that the natural
bedrock forms the foundation and even much of the walls of the structures. This site was
literally sculpted out of the natural bedrock. The rock which was carved out was then sawn
into stone blocks and placed on top of the bedrock foundations to complete the structure.
When distinguishing an earlier structural event from a later one, two general characteristics
were used. The first and most reliable is the stratigraphic placement of the event. If a group
of masonry stones, all with like appearance, rested stratigraphically below another it is
recognized to be older. Events were also distinguished based on its physical characteristics.
Contiguous courses of stones, with a similar degree of parging, and of a like size, were
generally considered to be the same structural stratigraphic event.
The identification and subsequent phasing of events based solely on physical
appearance is a problematic process. However, in many cases the stratigraphic relationships
of the structural elements were inconclusive. In such cases, the physical characteristics,
aided by documentary clues, were the only way to chronologically place the events. In
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general, stones which were irregular in size, and with very heavy layers of parging were
assumed to be older elements. Stones which were regularly sized and had very light or no
parging coating them were considered to be Dumford-era or later. These assumptions have
been supported by areas of the structures which did exhibit meaningful stratigraphic
relationships. In other words, where the heavily parged and irregularly shaped stones had
direct physical contact with lightly parged, regularly shaped stones, the former always
rested stratigraphically below the latter.

In some cases documentary references to

construction and repairs have also validated these conclusions. As will be discussed in
chapter four the division of structural periods according to physical characteristics was
particularly important for the investigation of the Lower Battery.

K IN G 'S C A ST L E
LOCATION OF
ELEVATION DRAWINGS

Figure 8 - Plan showing the location of all elevation drawings of the King’s
Castle’s Structures. (For a site plan see figure 40, page 103.)
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The King’s Castle Illustrations

Cross-section of the Upper and Lower Batteries:
Figure 9 is a west-east cross-section of the King’s Castle which shows the relative
height above sea level of the Lower Battery, the Upper Battery and the Defensive Ditch.
The Lower Battery’s platform and portions of its parapet wall have been sculpted
out of the natural bedrock. Masonry blocks were then mortared into place on top of the
bedrock to complete the parapet wall.
The Upper Battery’s platform, also carved out of the natural bedrock, originally had
an eastern parapet wall made out of masonry akin to the Lower Battery. This masonry wall
has not survived to the present day. However, the western parapet wall (shown here in
cross-section) and the southern parapet walls of the Upper Battery still stand. The north
parapet of the Upper Battery also still stands, but was modified and added onto during the
construction of the Officer’s Quarters.
On a ledge of bedrock midway down the Upper Battery parapet, a cross-section of a
narrow passage is visible. This passage, carved out of bedrock, extends diagonally
west/northwest under the floor of the Upper Battery and opens at its west end into the base
room of the Captain’s House. As described in a later chapter, one hypothesis of the early
landscape of the King’s Castle is that the Captain’s House was originally a one floor
magazine. If so, the passage would have been used for communication purposes and to
carry supplies from the magazine out to the batteries. A posthole, possibly associated with
the passage, has also been cut into this bedrock ledge.
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The westernmost feature shown here is the portion of the Defensive Ditch which
lies up against the western edge of the Upper Battery’s platform. This feature, which was
completely unknown until excavations in 1993, was constructed in the same manner as
most architectural features at King’s Castle: by carving out the natural bedrock. The
counterscarp of the Defensive Ditch was probably leveled down to its present height during
Andrew Dumford’s 1790 clearing and renovation of the King’s Castle. An hypothesized
height of the original counterscarp is also shown with a dashed line. The height of the
natural bedrock near the Defensive Ditch suggest that the counterscarp would actually have
been even higher than what is shown here.
By the time Dumford chopped the counterscarp of the Ditch down to its present
level, the ditch had been gradually filled in with building debris, trash and soil. Resting on
top of this fill is a stairway which leads from the filled in Defensive Ditch to the Upper
Battery. The layers of fill in the Ditch have been given preliminary dates which range from
the early 17th century at its lowest layers to the late 18th century just below the stairs.
Consequently it is assumed that the stairs date to Dumford’s late 18th century renovations.
O f course by this time the Defensive Ditch no longer served its original purpose of
protecting the fortification from a landward attack. Just to the North of this cross-section of
ditch fill are located the test units which yielded the unprecedented archaeological find of
19 colonial Hogg coins minted for Bermuda sometime between 1612 and 1616 (Amell
1991,20-1).
The Captain’s House and the Officer’s Quarters both lie behind (i.e., to the north of)
the vertical plane shown in this cross-section.
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Figure. 9

TABLE ONE
UPPER AND LOWER BATTERIES: CROSS-SECTION
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
l=Bedrock
2=Excavation o f Lower Battery
3=Lower Battery parapet
4- Excavation o f Upper Battery
5=Upper Battery parapet
6=Defensive Ditch
7=Passageway cut through bedrock
8=Previously removed counterscarp of
defensive ditch (hypothesized height)

9=Layer I of defensive ditch fill
10=Layer II of defensive ditch fill
1 l=Layer III of defensive ditch fill
12=Layer IV of defensive ditch fill
13=Layer V of defensive ditch fill
14=Post hole cut into bedrock of Upper Battery
15=Durnford period wall; seals passage
16=Capping of Passage
17=Flagstones
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Figure 10 - Exploded View and Matrix of the Upper and Lower
Batteries’ Cross-section
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The Captain’s House, South Wall, Exterior:
The bottom of Figure 11 shows the portion of the Defensive Ditch as it runs along
the exterior South wall of the Captain’s House. The east extent of the Defensive Ditch
meets up with the bedrock foundation of the Upper Battery’s platform. At the western
extent of the Defensive Ditch there is a roughly hewn step which has been cut into a rise in
the bedrock. The purpose of this step is uncertain.
The present day height of the ditch’s counterscarp is pictured here with a solid line,
while its hypothesized level prior to its removal during Dumford’s 1790 renovations at the
site is shown with a dashed line. Again, the counterscarp was probably higher than is
shown here, perhaps even as high as the Upper Battery’s bedrock platform.
The South wall of the Captain’s House sits back about a meter from the ledge of the
Defensive Ditch. The southeast comer of the Captain’s House rests up against the western
parapet of the Upper Battery (shown here in cross-section). The wall is chamfered in two
sections resulting in a gradual narrowing of the wall as it rises. If the Captain’s House was
originally a single story magazine, it is thought that the top of the magazine would have
been at the same level as the upper chamfer (see chapter 3 for a discussion of the
hypothesized early magazine on the site of the Captain’s House). The majority of the wall’s
exterior surface is heavily parged, although some individual cut stones are visible in
weathered areas of the wall.
A small wall runs along the eastern half of the house’s South wall. This wall is
associated with the stairs which lead up to the Upper Battery and date to around the time
period of Dumford’s repairs (see cross-section of these stairs in FIG. 9).
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Figure 11

TABLE TWO
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: SOUTH WALL, EXTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
18=Bedrock
19=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Captain’s House
21=First level o f masonry stones o f South wall o f
Captain’s House (showing through unparged areas)
220=Second level of masonry stones of South wall of
Captain’s House (showing through unparged areas)
20=Parged surface of exterior South wall of Captain’s
House
22=Defensive ditch

23=Previously removed Counterscarp of the defensive
ditch (hypothesized height)
24=Excavation o f Upper Battery
25=Upper Battery Parapet
26=Waterproof fillet
2 7=Wall
28=Original Interior dimension of Chimney.
29=Wall decay level
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Figure 12 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House,
South Wall, Exterior
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The Captain’s House, West Wall, Exterior:
Figure 13 of King’s Castle shows the lengthwise cross-section of the Defensive
Ditch as it runs along the west exterior of the Captain’s House.

Further south is the

continuation of the same Defensive Ditch as it turns eastward to border the South wall of
the Captain’s House (see also FIG. 11).

Again, the hypothesized height of the early

Defensive Ditch’s counterscarp is shown here (with dashed outline) along with the present
height of the counterscarp after it was chopped down during Dumford’s era.
Although much of the exterior West wall of the Captain’s House is covered with a
heavy layer of parging, closer examination reveals areas of its foundation which have been
cut out of the natural bedrock. This is most evident in the base of the West wall’s southern
comer where the bedrock has been shaped into a stepped surface in preparation for the
laying down of cut stones. In contrast, the northern-most portion of the exterior West wall
is made entirely of cut stones reaching all the way to the base of the building. The exterior
of the West wall is chamfered once in between the door and the windows showing the
approximate height of the magazine if it did indeed exist.
The entranceway into the Captain’s House was not a part of the original design of
the fortification as it would not have been incorporated until sometime after the Defensive
Ditch lost its usefulness. There is some cement used in the frame of the entrance which
would imply a 19th century structural event as Portland cement was not widely used until
the early 1800s (Sutherland 1976, 99, 114). However, this may have been a later repair to
an already existing doorway.

It is possible that the original door dates to Dumford’s

renovations.
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The West wall also shows the remains of two windows which look landward onto
Castle Island. From these windows Devonshire Redoubt and the Landward Fort would
have been visible. It is uncertain when these two windows were added to the building. The
larger of the two has a cement sill, but again this could be a later repair.
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TABLE THREE
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: WEST WALL, EXTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
30=Bedrock
31=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Captain’s House
32=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Captain’s House
33=Wallface o f Bedrock
34=First level of parged surface of exterior West wall of
Captain’s House
221=Second level o f parged surface o f exterior West wall
of Captain’s House
35=Defensive ditch carved out o f bedrock

36=Defensive ditch carved out of bedrock
37=Previously removed counterscarp of defensive ditch
(hypothesized height)
38=Cut into West wall for a Window
39=Cut into West wall for the purpose of adding a door
40=Door Frame
41=Cut into West wall for a Window
42=Window Sill
43=WalI decay level
44=Wall decay level
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Figure 14 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House,
West Wall, Exterior
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The Captain’s House, North Wall, Exterior:
Perhaps due to more severe weathering from the north, the exterior face of the
Captain’s House North wall has significantly less parging than that seen on the West and
South walls (FIG.l 5). The result of this is a more clear view of each individual cut stone as
well as where the masonry meets up with the bedrock.
The north exterior wall exhibits chamfering at two different heights, once again
contributing to the overall narrowing of the Captain’s House as it rises up from ground
level. It is the higher of these two chamfers where the roof of the possible magazine would
have been.
Two windows, both with cement in their sills, have been fashioned into the North
wall of the Captain’s House. The smaller of these windows looks out from the ground
floor, the larger from the second level. From both windows the gorge cut into the island’s
escarpment is visible. It is uncertain whether these windows are contemporaneous with
each other. The date which the windows were added is also uncertain, but it is speculated to
have been Dumford-era or later.
Also of interest are the missing cut stones along the northeast comer of the
Captain’s House. These stones were intentionally knocked out during the constmction of
the Officer’s Quarters in order to build the its walls onto the already existing Captain’s
House.
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TABLE FOUR
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: NORTH WALL, EXTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
50=Cut in North wall for purpose of adding a window
51=Concrete frame of window
52=Cut into North wall for a window
53=Window Sill
54=Cut in bedrock for Officer’s Quarters floor/wall
55=Parging on Captain’s House
56=Wall decay level
57=Wall decay level

45=Bedrock
46=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Captain’s House
47=First level of masonry stones of exterior North wall of
Captain’s House
222=Second level of masonry stones of exterior North
wall of Captain’s House
48=Defensive ditch
49=Previously removed counterscarp (hypothesized
height)
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Figure 16 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House
North Wall, Exterior
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The Captain’s House. East Wall, Interior:
The interior East wall of the Captain’s House (FIG. 17) is a structurally complex
area of the King’s Castle showing the interfaces of several periods of construction. At the
lower right side of the drawing is the section of the Defensive Ditch which runs along the
Captain’s House South wall.
The North and South walls and the floor of the Captain’s House, all shown here in
cross-section, illustrate the manner in which the natural bedrock of Castle Island carved into
the foundations and even walls of the fortification. A fair percentage of the East wall face
has also been carved from the bedrock. The interior walls of the Captain’s House are
parged in the same manner as its exterior walls, though some masonry courses are still
evident.
The narrow passage carved under the bedrock platform of the Upper Battery opens
at its northwest end into the Captain’s House (the passage’s southeast extent is shown in
cross-section in FIG. 9). As is evident from this drawing, the opening was eventually
sealed with cut limestones and the passage filled with dirt and debris. Based on the
preliminary dates of the upper layers of soil fill, the passage was sealed at the latest during
Dumford’s renovations (Barka, Harris, and Harvey 1996, 14).
Just above and to the south of the passage are two joist holes which mark the floor
level of the Captain’s House second story. If the hypothesis concerning an early single
story magazine is correct, the joist holes mark the approximate height of such a building.
The column of masonry courses, located midway through the second story of the
Captain’s House, is the western end of the Upper Battery’s north facing parapet. The six
courses which sit atop the north edge of the column were added to the Upper Battery during
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the construction of the Officer’s Quarters. The altered Upper Battery parapet served as the
South wall of the Officer’s Quarters.
Access to the Officer’s Quarters and the Upper Battery would have been through the
doorways pictured here in the upper level of the Captain’s House.
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TABLE FIVE
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: EAST WALL INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
68=Defensive ditch
69=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Officer’s Quarters
70=Masonry stones blocking passage
71=Upper Battery, North Wall of parapet
72=Joist hole
73=Joist hole
74=Cut into the Upper Battery, in preparation for addition
of Officer’s Quarter’s Wall
75=Masonry stones added onto Upper Battery for the
South wall of the Officer’s Quarters
76=Weatherproofing fillet for addition of Officer’s
Quarter’s Wall
77=Possible door
78=Wall decay level
79=Wall decay level of Officer’s Quarters South wall
80=Wall decay level

58=Bedrock
59=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Captain’s House
60=Bedrock Wall face
61=Cross-section o f North wall
62=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction
63=Second level of cross-section of South wall
223=Second level of cross-section of North wall
64=First level o f masonry stones of East wall of Captain’s
House
224=Parged surface o f second level masonry stones of
East wall o f Captain’s House
225=Parged surface of second level masonry stones of
East wall o f Captain’s House
65=Parging
66=Possible entranceway
67=Bedrock carved out to create passage
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Figure 18 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House,
East Wall, Interior
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The Captain’s House, South Wall, Interior:
Figure 19 once again illustrates the manner in which the bedrock has been
integrated into the architectural design of the fortification. The bedrock has been more
dramatically excavated for the Captain’s House’s foundations than for the Upper Battery.
As a result the Captain’s House sits lower in the ground and would have been protected
from hostile fire. A ledge of bedrock was carved at the base of the South wall and was
probably used to support floorboards.
The remains of a hearth are visible in the second story of the Captain’s House. As
this is the only fireplace in the Captain’s House it is likely that the top floor would have
served as the living quarters for the Captain of the Castle, while the base floor would have
been used for military stores.
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table six
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: SOUTH WALL, INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
88=First level of masonry stones of interior South wall of
Captain’s House
228=Second level of masonry stones of interior South
wall of Captain’s House
89=Original interior dimensions of chimney
90=Excavation of Upper Battery
91=Upper Battery
92=Parging on first level masonry
229=Parging on second level masonry
93=Wall decay level

81=Bedrock
82=Bedrock wall face
83=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Captain’s House
84=Modification of natural hole in bedrock, preparation
for ensuing construction of the Captain’s House.
85=Bedrock Wall face
86=First level o f West wall cross-section
226=Second level o f West wall cross-section
87=First level o f East wall cross-section
227=Second level o f East wall cross-section
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Figure 20 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House,
South Wall, Interior
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The Captain’s House, West Wall, Interior:
The portion of the Defensive Ditch which borders the north side of the Captain’s
House sits up against the House and in fact uses the House’s North wall as its own South
wall (FIG. 21). The portion of the Defensive Ditch which runs along the South wall of the
Captain’s House is not visible here as there is a one meter long ledge of bedrock extending
out from the house. Had this drawing been slightly expanded to the south, the bedrock
ledge would be seen to drop down into the floor of the Defensive Ditch (see the reverse
view of this wall in Figure 13).
The entranceway and windows of the Captain’s House are shown from the interior
view in this drawing. The joist holes in the West wall of the Captain’s House supply further
evidence (along with the joist holes in the interior East wall) for the location of the second
story’s floor level, and the height of the conjectured magazine.
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TABLE SEVEN
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: WEST WALL. INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
109=Interface of destruction for addition of cement
94=Bedrock
corbel
95=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
110=lnterface of destruction for addition of cement
construction o f the Captain’s House
corbel
96=Defensive ditch
11 l=Interface of destruction for addition of cement
97=Wallface, cut into bedrock
corbel
98=First level o f cross-section o f South wall
210=Interface of destruction for addition o f cement
230=Second level o f cross-section of South wall
corbel
99=First level o f cross-section o f North wall
112=Cement corbel
231=Second level of cross-section of North wall
113=Cement corbel
100=First level o f masonry stones of West wall of
114=Cement corbel
Captain’s House
21 l=Cement corbel
232=Second level o f masonry stones of West wall of
115=Cut into West wall for a window
Captain’s House
116=Window sill
101=Joist hole
117=Cut into West wall for the purpose of adding a door
102=Joist hole
118=Door Frame
103=Joist hole
119=Parging
104=Joist hole
120=Cut in West wall for a window
105=Joist hole
121=Wall decay level
106=Joist hole
122=Wall decay level
107=Joisthole
108=Joist hole
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Figure 22 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House,
West Wall, Interior
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The Captain’s House, North Wall, Interior:
The masonry stones of the north side of the Captain’s House (FIG. 23) have been
built upon a carved ‘pedestal’ of bedrock. On either side of this pedestaled foundation the
bedrock has been excavated to create the Officer’s Quarters foundation and the Defensive
Ditch respectively.
A large ledge of bedrock running along the base of the interior North wall would
have supported the floorboards for the bottom room in the Captain’s House (see also the
bedrock ledge in FIG. 19).
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TABLE EIGHT
CAPTAIN’S HOUSE: NORTH WALL, INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
130=First level of masonry stones of North wall of the
Captain’s House 235=Second level of masonry stones of
North wall of the Captain’s House
13 l=Cut in wall for addition of window
132=Window
133=Cut into wall for the purpose of adding a window
134=Concrete frame of Window
135=Wall decay level
136=Wall decay level
137=Parging

123=Bedrock
124=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Captain’s House
125=Bedrock Wall face o f North wall
126=Defensive ditch
127=Cut in bedrock, preparation for ensuing construction
of the Officer’s Quarters
128=First level o f cross-section o f West wall
233=Second level of cross-section of West wall
129=First level o f cross-section of East wall
234=Second level of cross-section of East wall
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Figure 24 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Captain’s House,
North Wall, Interior
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The Officer’s Quarters, South Wall, Interior:
This cross-section cuts through several major architectural structures of the King’s
Castle (FIG. 25). The carved out bedrock of the Defensive Ditch is visible at the far right.
To the east of the Ditch the bedrock has been fashioned into the Captain’s House’s
foundations. Continuing eastward the bedrock dips down again to serve as the Officer’s
Quarters floor and portions of its walls. At the far eastern extent the bedrock has been
leveled off to serve as the platform of the Lower Battery. The Officer’s Quarters shares its
West wall with the Captain’s House. Its South wall was originally a north facing embrasure
of the Upper Battery (see also FIG. 17).
Cut bedrock serves as the wall face for the entire bottom story of the Officer’s
Quarters. Two natural holes in this bedrock wall face have been filled in with masonry
blocks. The joist holes along the wall mark the floor level of the Officer’s Quarters’ second
story which is situated at around the same level as the Captain’s House second story. The
parging on the interior South wall, which begins just below the joist holes and continues up
to the top of the wall, makes it difficult to determine where the bedrock ends and masonry
courses begin.
The dotted line running horizontally across the Officer’s Quarters’ second story
marks the original height of the Upper Battery’s northern parapet prior to being modified to
serve as the Officer’s Quarters’ South wall.

The Upper Battery’s gunport was also

converted into a door which leads from the Upper Battery to the Officer’s Quarters.
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TABLE NINE
OFFICER’S QUARTERS: SOUTH WALL, INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
154=Horizontal feature interface created in preparation
for the laying down of the masonry courses of the Battery
parapet.
155=Masonry stones forming part of the North wall of
the Upper Battery
156=Surface of Upper Battery wall prior to wall addition
(event #158)
157=Destruction of bottom ledge of Upper Battery’s
north-facing embrasure presumably for the purpose of
constructing a door into the Officer’s Quarters which
leads out to the Upper Battery
15 8=Addition of several Masonry courses on top of the
North wall of the Upper Battery for the purpose of
constructing a South wall for the Officer’s Quarters; The
constructing of this wall included an opening for a door
leading from Officer’s Quarters’ upper floor to the Upper
Battery
159=Parging of event #158
160=Surface of the battery parapet prior to the addition
masonry courses to serve as the southeast wall of the
Officer’s Quarters (event# 161)
161=Masonry stones added on top of the Northernmost
edge of the Upper Battery’s East wall for which was to
serve as the Southeastern corner of the Officer’s Quarters
162=waterproofing fillet for event #161
163=Cross-section of East wall of Captain’s House
164-171=Joist Hole
172=Natural decay level
173=Natural decay level
174=Natural decay level

138=Bedrock
139=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Captain’s House
140=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Officer’s Quarters
141=Defensive Ditch
142=Cut into bedrock for base o f Upper Battery Parapet
143=Bedrock Wall face
144=Natural Hole in Bedrock - altered to fit masonry
stones of wall
145=Masonry stones to fill up Hole (event #144) in
Natural Bedrock
146=Natural Hole in Bedrock
147=Masonry stones to fill up Hole (event #146) in
Natural Bedrock
148=First level o f cross-section of West wall o f Captain’s
House
236=Second level of cross-section o f West wall of
Captain’s House
149=Cut into the West wall of the Captain’s House for
placement o f cement corbel
150=Cement corbel
151=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Officer’s Quarters.
152=Masonry stones built on top of Bedrock originally
formed the North Wall of the Upper Battery and included
an embrasure
153=Parged surface of UB parapet, above Officer’s
Quarters joist holes
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Figure 26 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Officer’s Quarters,
South Wall, Interior
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The Upper Battery, West Wall, Exterior:
The Defensive Ditch begins its course around the King’s Castle at the southern
escarpment pictured in Figure 27. It has been excavated out of some 3 meters of solid
bedrock. The sea wall which separates the Defensive Ditch from the cliff face dates to
Dumford’s renovations of the site. The Ditch continues northward where it meets up with
the Captain’s House at which point it turns eastward to run along the Captain’s House’s
South wall.
The Upper Battery platform rests upon the ledge of the Defensive Ditch.

The

masonry courses of the west facing parapet have been covered in a layer of parging. The
gunport is one of two which faced southward to defend the waters between Castle Island
and Charles’ Fort. The doorway of the Upper Battery leads down a set of stairs which
rested upon the soil fill of the Defensive Ditch (excavated in 1993) (see also FIG. 9).
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TABLE TEN
THE UPPER BATTERY: WEST WALL, EXTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
175=Bedrock
176=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Captain’s House
178=Defensive ditch
179=Stairs
180=Masonry Wall
181=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Upper Battery
182=Parged Surface of West wall o f Upper Battery
183=First level of cross-section of South Wall of
Captain’s House

237=Second level of cross-section of South Wall of
Captain’s House
184=Door
185=Cut into wall of upper Battery for a Gunport
186=Gunport
187=Wall decay level
188=Wall decay level
189=Wall decay level
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Figure 28 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Upper Battery,
West Wall, Exterior
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The Officer’s Quarters, West Wall, Interior:
This West wall of the Officer’s Quarters is also the exterior face of the Captain’s
House East wall (FIG. 29). A large part of this wall has been fashioned out of the bedrock.
This bedrock was carved into a series of steps upon which masonry courses have been
placed to complete the wall. As is evident in Figure 25, the second story of the Officer’s
Quarters would have begun at the interface of the Upper Battery’s masonry parapet and the
underlying bedrock.
Much of the masonry courses of the West wall’s second story have since collapsed.
It is presumed that a doorway would have allowed access from the second story of the
Captain’s House to the second story of the Officer’s Quarters. Figure 17, which shows the
passage (see also drawings #1 and #5) which leads from the batteries to the base floor of the
Captain’s House is also shown here in cross-section (see also FIGS. 9 and 17).
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TABLE ELEVEN
OFFICER’S QUARTERS: WEST WALL, INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
198=Removal of corner stones in the exterior North East
corner of Captain’s House
199=Removal of corner stones in the exterior North East
corner of Captain’s House.
200=Upper Battery, North Wall
201=Additional courses of masonry added onto Upper
Battery for the West wall of Officer’s Quarters
202=Weatherproofing fillet for wall addition (event
#201)
203=Cut Into bedrock for surface of Upper Battery
204=Cut into bedrock for surface of Upper Battery
205=Cut into bedrock for surface o f Upper Battery
206=Cut into Upper Battery in preparation for the extra
courses of masonry (event #201)
207=Wall decay level
209=Wall decay level of Officer’s Quarters, South wall.

190=Bedrock
191=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Officer’s Quarters
193=Surface in between bedrock portion of wall and the
masonry wall built on top of it. It has been leveled to
better fit the masonry stones built upon it
194=Masonry stones o f West wall of the Officer’s
Quarters (also part of the Captain’s House exterior first
level)
240=Masonry stones o f West wall of the Officer’s
Quarters (also part o f the Captain’s House exterior second
level)
195=Parging on interior, West wall of Officer’s Quarters
196=Passage cut into bedrock
197=Removal o f corner stones in the exterior North East
corner of Captain’s House, for the purpose of lengthening
the wall to the north for the West wall o f the Officer’s
quarters
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Figure 30 - Exploded View and Matrix of The Officer’s Quarters,
West Wall, Interior
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The Lower Battery, Interior:
Figure 31 shows the interior elevation of the Lower Battery. Again the foundation
has been partially carved out of bedrock. This bedrock wall face and the lowest courses of
masonry are in some places covered over by a very heavy layer of parging making it very
difficult to distinguish between bedrock and cut stones. The areas of the Lower Battery
which exhibit this heavy parging (lower areas between embrasures D, E, F, G and blocked
Gunports 1, 2, 3, and 4) are thought to be part of the early construction phase at the King’s
Castle.
On top of this heavy parging are masonry courses which, although parged, can still
be seen clearly. These courses often have plaster or red ochre paint on them as well. All
four blocked Gunports (Master Context Ilviii), and the entranceway to the Lower Battery
(Master Context Ilxiv) exhibit these characteristics as do some areas of the Lower Battery
parapet wall (Master Context Iliv). Based on historical information presented in Chapter 4,
these events are all thought to date to Dumford’s period of construction.
The final phase of the Lower Battery which is still evident in the stonework is
characterized by large, regularly shaped stones with very little to no parging, and no red
ochre paint (Master Context IIx). Embrasures D,C, and B all exhibit this style. In all cases
these events are stratigraphically the most recent. Historical evidence, presented in Chapter
4, dates this phase to sometime after 1811.
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TABLE TWELVE
LOWER BATTERY, INTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
279=Bedrock Wallface
280=Heavy Parging; associated with Gunport E and D,
and blocked Gunport 1, 2, 3
281=Masonry stones with parging
282=Masonry stones with parging
283=Heavy Parging; associated with Gunport G and
blocked Gunport 4
284=Heavy Parging
285=Parging on event #281
286=Parging on event #282
287=Masonry stones with light parging; associated with
Gunport A and B
288=Masonry stones
289=Masonry stones added at entrance to Lower Battery
290=Parging on event #287
291=Parging on event #289
292=Blocked Gunport #4
293=Blocked Gunport #3
294=Blocked Gunport #2
295=Blocked Gunport #1
296=Red Ochre Paint on event #289
297=Red Ochre Paint on event #293
298=Red Ochre Paint on event #294
299=Red Ochre Paint on event #295
300=Red Ochre Paint on event #287
301=Red Ochre Paint on event #287
302=Masonry stones with parging; associated with
Gunport A
303=Masonry stones with little to no parging; associated
with Gunport D

304=Masonry stones with little to no parging; associated
with Gunport C
305=Masonry stones with little to no parging; associated
with Gunport B
306=Wall decay level associated with Gunport B
307=Wall decay level associated with Gunport A
308=Masonry stones associated with Gunport G and
blocked Gunport 4
309=Cut for 289
310=Interface between gunport #4 and the masonry
stones which block it.
31 l=Interface between gunport #3 and the masonry
stones which block it.
3 12=Interface between gunport #2 and the masonry
stones which block it.
3 13=Interface between gunport #1 and the masonry
stones which block it.
314=Cut for 302
315=Cut for 303
316=Cut for 304
317=Cut for 305
318=Cut for 288
271=Bedrock
272=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction of the Lower Battery
273=Bedrock Wallface
274=Bedrock Wallface
275=Bedrock Wallface
276=Bedrock Wallface
278=Bedrock Wallface
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Figure 32 - Exploded View and Matrix of
The Interior Lower Battery
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The Lower Battery, Exterior:
Figure 33 shows the exterior parapet wall of the Lower Battery. The same
stratigraphic relationships described for the interior wall are also found here. The oldest
stratigraphic event, the heavy parging, is only found on the northwest extent of the battery
(Embrasure G and the Lower Battery entrance). This agrees with the historical records
which suggest the Lower Battery was thickened in the 1790s by Dumford. Apparently
the northwest extent, which is landward and so less vulnerable to gunfire, was not
considered to be in need of thicker embrasure walls.
The second phase of stonework, exhibiting light parging and sometimes with
plaster and/or red ochre, was found in the same general areas as the interior elevation:
The Lower Battery entrance and the areas around embrasures A, E, F, G, and blocked
Gunports 1 to 4. The mid and lower courses of embrasure B on the interior and exterior
parapet also fit into this phase. Close to the Lower Battery entrance is the evidence for a
north seawall which no longer exists. The evidence includes mortar ghost marks and
chopped off masonry courses which would have run counter to the surrounding courses.
These courses are thought to be part of the remains of the seawall. Had they not been
chopped or eroded to there present facade, they would have continued out perpendicular
to the Lower Battery parapet and become part of the upper courses of the north seawall.
The final phase, characterized by large, masonry stones of uniform dimensions,
are found primarily near Gunports B, C, and D. The discussion in Chapter 4 will present
a possible explanation and date for this last phase of cut stones.
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TABLE THIRTEEN
UPPER BATTERY, EXTERIOR
STRUCTURAL EVENTS
241=Bedrock
257=Cut into bedrock, preparation for ensuing
construction o f the Lower Battery
242=Heavy Parging
243=Heavy Parging
244=Heavy Parging
245=Heavy Parging
246=Masonry Stones w/ light parging
247=Masonry Stones w/ light parging
248=Masonry Stones w/ light parging
249=Masonry Stones w/ light parging and red ochre paint
250=Masonry Stones w/ light parging and red ochre paint
251=Parging on event #246
252=Parging on event #247
253=Parging on event #248
254=Parging on event #250
255=Red ochre paint on event #249
256=Red ochre paint on event #250

258=Masonry Stones with little to no parging
259=Wall decay level
260=Wall decay level
261=Wall decay level
262=Wall decay level
263=Wall decay level
264=Wall decay level
319= Interface between gunport #4 and the masonry
stones which block it.
265=Blocked gunport #4
266=Masonry
267=Masonry
268=Mortar marks (remains of North Sea Wall)
269=Masonry Courses running perpendicular to Lower
Battery’s parapet wall
270=Chopped off surface of perpendicular masonry
courses (event #269)
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Figure 34 - Exploded View and Matrix of
The Exterior Lower Battery
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CHAPTER THREE
EARLY CONSTRUCTION PERIOD AT KING’S CASTLE

At the beginning of the 17th century the European powers had begun to realize the
economic potential of the New World. An international rivalry soon commenced to
determine who would achieve primacy over the natural resources of these newly
“discovered” lands. Although the existence of Bermuda was known as early as 1515,
none of the developing colonial empires considered it a particularly lucrative location,
and so the Islands remained largely overlooked. Its greatest use during the early days of
colonization was as a landmark for seamen returning to Europe from the Caribbean via
the Gulf Stream. Once the sailors spotted the Islands they knew they had reached the
34th latitude and could head eastward for their homes (Wilkinson 1933, 22). Few
wanted to venture any closer to the Island’s shores. Its coral reefs stretched far out into
the Atlantic waters making it difficult for the mariners to navigate successfully. No
humans lived on Bermuda at any time prior to European colonization, and most of those
who actually reached it shores in the 16th century did so only because their ships had
sunk on the nearby coral reefs.
On the second day of June 1609 the Sea Venture left Plymouth, England with
eight other vessels and set sail for Virginia. On the 24th of July the ships ran into a
violent storm lasting three days. On the third day as the weather began to calm, the Sea
Venture ran into a coral reef off the coast of Bermuda. All 150 men, women, and
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children on board survived what had only hours before seemed a hopeless situation. It
was this unintentional first stopover which sparked England’s interest in Bermuda.
On the 11th July 1612, the Plough carried sixty settlers and Richard Moore, the
first governor, to the shores of Bermuda near present day St George’s. Shortly thereafter,
motivated by concerns of possible Spanish attacks, Moore and the settlers began
fortification of the Islands. This was not an easy task as the many ins and outs of the
Islands made defensive coverage difficult. However, the same coral reefs which once
terrified sailors now proved a boon to the security of the first Bermudian colonists. Only
an experienced sailor with intimate knowledge of Bermuda’s reefs had a reasonable
chance of landing their boat undetected.
Nevertheless, there remained certain areas of Bermuda’s waters which were
relatively free of reefs and deep enough to allow larger vessels, whether friendly or
hostile, to enter Bermuda’s main harbours (later named Castle Harbour and St. George’s
Harbour). The main waterway into Castle Harbour, now called Castle Roads, passed
between present day Castle Island and Southampton Island. It was this vulnerability
which caused Moore early on to consider Castle Island a prime location for coastal
defense. Moore ordered that two cannons from the Sea Venture wreck be salvaged. One
o f the guns was mounted,

Vpon a little iland opposite to Pagetts Fort, and the other he mounted upon
a rock which commanded the mouth of the west harbour, called Gurnetts
Head, ther to make a shewe for a time, and to serve in some smale steed,
vntill he could prouide better. (Butler 1882, 26.)
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That fact that Gumetts Head is an early name for Castle Island has been taken up by
Edward Harris in his 1997 book on Bermuda’s fortifications. The above quote’s
reference to a gun placed on Gumett’s head is therefore the earliest known defensive
measures taken at Castle Island.
Meanwhile, in London there was growing interest in Bermuda brought on in part
by the fortuitous find of ambergris by the Bermudian settlers. Motivated by the potential
for greater and as yet undiscovered riches in Bermuda, more people were sent to settle in
Bermuda and bring the new colony into a prosperous state (Butler 1882, 27). Moore still
worried over the vulnerable state of the island and the ever-constant threat that Spain
would become more interested in England’s activities in Bermuda. These fears were not
entirely without reason. In early 1611 Captain Diego de Avila was secretly ordered to
investigate the Islands of Bermuda and report back on England’s activities there
(Wilkinson 1933, 62-63). Although this spying yielded no strategically valuable
information, it suggests that the Spanish were no longer indifferent to Bermuda. In
addition to the threat of Spaniards, England had to fear the ill will of other colonial
powers. Struggles with the French were heating up in North America while skirmishes
had recently erupted in India with the Dutch.
Troubled by political tensions of the day Moore pressed on with defensive
construction at Castle Island and other strategically important but unprotected locations.
Sometime around March 1613 the Martha arrived with about 60 passengers. At the time
of Martha's arrival, Butler tells us that Governor Moore was employed “with his best
men in rayseinge some fortifications at Gumett’s Head” (Butler 1882, 28). By the time
the Martha set sail again Moore had removed the workers from Castle Island “. . .
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haveinge made up a certain fashion of Fort” (Butler 1882, 29). It is likely that the first
known fortification on Castle Island, Moore’s Fort, was built during this initial
fortification phase. Little is currently understood about Moore’s Fort except that it was a
wooden structure which probably sat atop the highest elevation of Castle Island where
Devonshire Redoubt is now located (Barka and Harris 1994, 7).
In March 1614 two ships, the Blessinge and the Starre arrived within two days of
each other carrying a total of 280 passengers. In his account of this event Butler
provides us with what may be the first documentary evidence for the masonry fort which
today we call the King’s Castle:
All thes people, with their necessaryes, were speedely landed and vewed
by the gouernour, who haueinge taken their names, and considered of their
condition, distributed and fitted euery one to his employement and labour;
for some of them he sent to the Gumetts head, to make that plattforme and
rayse thoes battlements, that to this daye lie out vpon the mouth of the
harbour; the which, haueinge finished in some reasonable manner, was
called the Kings-Castle. (Butler 1882, 35)
A Spanish report from Captain Domingo de Ulivarri dated 14 March 1614
provides a compelling description of his view upon approaching the Islands of Bermuda :
The captain, knowing that His Majesty desired to know about the English
colony, was determined to reconnoitre it. He approached the island from
the south until he was in eight fathoms of water. Smoke was spotted on
the island and immediately turning towards it, it was found to be
emanating from two forts about 100 paces a part. One appeared to be built
of mortar and stone and the other of wood. They saw people going from
one to the other wielding artillery. There were ten to twelve pieces in both
forts. (Harris 1977)
Based on de Ulivarri’s southern approach and other details, it seems likely that it is Castle
Island which he here describes. If so it may be a first hand account of Moore’s fort and
the King’s Castle in their first active days. Interestingly, this event also marks the only
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unfriendly fire known to have occurred at one of Bermuda’s first forts. As de Ulivarri
approached the King’s Castle, the men on duty, realizing it was not a British, fired one or
two warning shots, and the Spaniards quickly retreated.
Richard Moore’s tenure as Bermuda’s first governor ended abruptly with his
premature departure from Bermuda in June 29, 1615. He left a temporary government
with six men in charge until the Bermuda Company would see fit to appoint a new
governor. Nearly a year later Daniel Tucker arrived with his gubernatorial commission
and stayed on until 1619. There is little documentary evidence which would suggest any
major work occurring at Castle Island between 1615 and 1619. Although according to
Butler, in 1616 Daniel Tucker did visit,
. . . the King’s castle at the Gumett’s Head, and appointed one Mr. Stoke,
that came ouer with him (being his ancient acquaintance in Virginia, as
was also his wife), to be the prime commander ther, and the title of
Liuetenant of the Castle, being the same man, who at this day , by a
speciall commission from the Company, holdeth the same command as
captaine, which certainely is a charge and place that requireth a very able,
sufficient, sober, and trustie person. (Butler 1882, 78.)
The Tucker Administration has the dubious distinction in early 1617 of marking
the first o f many requests for repairs at the King’s Castle. The pervasive salt, humidity
and warmth of Bermuda’s climate readily promotes mold, rust, and the general
deterioration of buildings and war stores. Even a short span of neglect could result in the
need for major repairs. Requests for repairs and supplies are very common in the military
records o f King’s Castle, though often the requests are repeated year after year with
apparently little action taken. It is primarily in times of war or the threat of war that we
find evidence for proper maintenance.
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Upon the arrival of Nathaniel Butler, Bermuda’s governor from October 20, 1619
to October 1622, construction at the King’s Castle began anew. Butler was not pleased
with the state of the fortifications upon his arrival to Bermuda. Having visited the King’s
Castle soon after his arrival he reports:
. . .haveinge bin that momeinge at the Kings-Castle to vewe condition of
thoes fortes, which wer to his smale satisfaction when they were seen ,. .
.(Butler 1882, 150)
As Butler departed from Castle Island on the day of his inspection a gunner
accidentally started a fire at Moore’s Fort as he shot off a salute to the newly arrived
governor. This fire completely destroyed Moore’s Fort. Devonshire Redoubt was soon
after built on the same spot (Butler 1882, 150). Much of the Butler administration would
be taken up with the repair and strengthening of existing fortifications. Southampton Fort
and Devonshire Redoubt which guard over Castle Roads along with the King’s Castle
were among the new works constructed under Butler’s orders (Butler 1882, 161, 167).
Few people lived on Castle Island in the earliest days. As mentioned above, there
was a Captain appointed to the Castle as early as 1616, but he was not living on Castle
Island at that time. Wesley Frank Craven writes that the Captain, his wife and his men
were all lodged in a few small houses on public lands, “in the Maine, and Tucker’s
Town.” Alluding to a passage in Butler, Craven adds th a t, “At the Castle itself a
somewhat infirm old gunner and his wife in 1620 had apparently for some time back kept
guard.” (Craven: 100, Butler 1882, 200.). Prior to 1620 Castle Island was probably
regularly inhabited by this couple alone. This was soon to change. The cost of building
and maintaining the King’s Castle was considerable, and the Bermudians began to
wonder what good all the effort was if there were no men at the ready on Castle Island.
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The Bermuda Assembly met for the first time in August 1620 to resolve several pressing
issues. The third act passed that day was “An act for the necessarye manninge of the
Kings Castle”:
Whereas it is but a vague worke and Idle hope to build or relye upon the
best peeces of fortification in the world unless a reasonable sufficiencye of
hands by able men be destined and selected to manne and manage them
. . .that henceforward twelve able and sufficient men be wth all possible
speed found out and appointed to make their daylie and continuall
Residence (in the nature of a Garrison) at the Kinges Castle and that for
there foode and p.uision there be thirtie Thowsand Eares of Come yearly
supplyed out of the mayne. And for their entertaynmen^ One thousand
pounds of Tobacco euerye year raised of from the Tribes. . .It is further
ordayned by the power and authoritye aforesaid, that these twelve men . . .
be enioyned and compelled to apply themselves by all meanes to the skill
of manageing of greate Ordinance, the making of themselves Gunners and
souldiers. (Lefroy 1981, Vol. 1:167.)
In addition to these twelve men, the Captain of the Castle and his wife were to live on
Castle Island (Butler 1882, 200) bringing the total inhabitants of Castle Island up to a
minimum of 14 people.

King Castle Structures 1612-1622
It is within the historical context described above that the critical early layout of
the King’s Castle structures occurred. The only other historical period which may have
had a similar impact on the landscape of Castle Island is the late 1700s renovation
project.
O f the earliest structures built at King’s Castle it is likely that the Upper and
Lower Batteries were among the first (Master Contexts Illi-v and Ii-ii respectively).
Moore’s primary concern was to be in a state of defensive readiness. A firing platform
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would have been of highest priority. The structural stratigraphy of the batteries as seen in
figure 9 and 10, adds further credence to an early construction date. The Upper Battery,
being the highest structural feature at the site (i.e. having the least amount of bedrock
removed) must have been planned from the outset. The early fort builders had to
intentionally leave the natural bedrock which underlies the Upper Battery as they carved
the Lower Battery. This of course implies that the Upper Battery already existed, or that
they themselves were charged with constructing it.
It is possible that the Upper Battery Platform was in use prior to the carving out of
the Lower Battery’s platform. Nathaniel Butler, governor from 1619-1621 reports that
he had “cutt out two newe plattformes,” on Castle Island during his tenure (Butler 1882,
170). He also reported of Castle Island that, “On three plattformes are mounted sixteene
peeces of ordinance; .. .” (Butler 1882, 107). The three platformes to which he refers are
presumed to be the Upper Battery, the Lower Battery and Devonshire Redoubt. The fact
that Butler records the existence of three platforms, with two of the three being executed
in his tenure suggests that perhaps the Upper Battery was the sole platform at King’s
Castle during Moore and Tucker’s administrations. Moore’s wooden fort would therefore
have been the only other defensive structure standing on Castle Island (until it was
destroyed by fire in 1619). If so, this time period would have been brief a few years at
most. In either case, both the Upper and the Lower Batteries at the King’s Castle were
certainly in existence by 1621. The Harris matrices place the initial construction of the
Batteries at the beginning of the Early Construction period (Master Context Ili-iii).
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The earliest information available as to the configuration of the two batteries is
John Smith’s drawing of the site, published in 1624 (FIG 36). Smith records the Upper
Battery as having eight embrasures, two in each cardinal direction. The Lower

Figure 36 - John Smith Drawing of the King’s Castle,
published 1624

Battery is shown with seven embrasures. Apparently, the Lower Battery was originally
built improperly as its design was altered as early as Butler’s Administration:
In the beginning of July, he caused the port-holes of the ordinance in the
lower battery in the King’s Castle to be repayred and enlarged, that thoes
great peeces might the better and with more facilitie be trauersed, and the
battlements lesse damnified, which had formerly bin much shaken by
being ouer streight. (Butler 1882, 238)
There are several references over the years to the number of guns mounted and/or
serviceable at the King’s Castle. Unfortunately, this rarely provides information on the
number o f embrasures because the number of guns usually are fewer then the number of
embrasures.
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Another structure which made an early appearance on the Island is a small wood
frame house. Its existence is known from a passage in Butler referring to Thomas Stokes
and his wife. The couple presumably moved to Castle Island shortly after “An act for the
necessarye manninge of the Kings Castle” was passed in August 1620. In July of 1621
Butler sent orders to, “rayse and contriue a stroung and conuenient house hewn of stone
for the receipt of the Captaine of the Castle and his famely, who had formerly bin very
meanely lodged and pestered in a poore smalle fram e,. .” (Butler 1882, 238).
Accordingly it can be assumed that a small house was located somewhere near the
batteries at least as early as 1620. It is possible that the wood frame home was originally
the dwelling of the “infirm old gunner and his wife” and would therefore have been
standing even earlier than this. The exact location of the wooden house is unknown, and
the impermanent nature of its construction would leave one to conclude that it may never
be known. Upon the construction of the Captain’s House, the wooden frame became the
guardhouse, or corps du garde, and probably housed the twelve men newly assigned to
the King’s Castle (ibid.)
John Smith’s 1624 drawing of the King’s Castle provides further clues for
understanding the early landscape of the King’s Castle. It was previously believed that
Smith’s drawings of various Bermuda fortifications and locations were not very reliable
for the archaeologist or historian trying to unravel structural chronology at a site. John
Smith never actually visited Bermuda and his drawings have a highly stylized appearance
lacking realism or perspective. However, recent reevaluations of Smith’s drawings
suggest that they may offer tangible evidence towards a structural understanding of a site
(Barka, Harris, & Harvey 1996, 14). If one interprets the Smith drawing of the King’s
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Castle more literally, the small wooden building in the background may approximate the
appearance and location of the wooden house that Capt. Stokes and his wife resided in
prior to their moving to the Captain’s House. In the foreground, on the ground’s surface
is situated the Lower Battery with seven embrasures. Behind the Lower Battery is a
raised structure with eight embrasures representing the Upper Battery. Directly behind
the Upper Battery is a single story, flat roofed structure with no apparent entrance,
window or chimney. This was previously thought to be an inexact representation of the
Captain’s House drawn by a man who had never seen it. The Captain’s House as it
stands today is quite different in appearance to the John Smith version. It is a two story
building with a west facing entrance on the base floor, one or two entranceways in its
east upper level, three windows and a second story chimney. Recently, Norman Barka
has raised the point that perhaps the “Captain’s House” was indeed originally constructed
as a single story structure similar to that seen in Smith’s drawing (Barka, Harris, and
Harvey, 14). Its initial function may have been as a magazine or storage area rather than
a house. Originally, the only entrance to the magazine may have been through the
passage which cuts through the carved bedrock foundation of the Upper Battery. In fact,
the seaward entranceway seen on the Upper Battery parapet in John’s Smith’s drawing
resembles the size and location of this passage. This passage still exists today, though
both its openings have been closed over by late 18th century walls. If this revised
interpretation is correct, then the magazine (Master Context Xii) would have been
converted into a two story stone structure with a chimney in the upper level of the South
wall (Master Context Xiv). The building’s stratigraphy does not contradict this
assessment, and in fact may support it. There is a chamfer in the Captain’s House at the
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same level as the upper story’s joist holes. This beveled effect may not have been an
intentional design as previously thought, but rather the stratigraphic interface of two
distinct building phases. Further structural evidence for this hypothesis involves the
defensive ditch and the west facing door out of the Captain’s House base floor. It was
assumed that the west facing entrance to the Captain’s House was added sometime after
the original construction of the house as it made little sense to have a door opening out
into a defensive ditch. Archaeological investigations have supported this. It appears that
the soil underlying the west entrance dates to the late 1700s (Barka, Harris, and Harvey
1996, 24). The passage was the only other way into the building. It seems strange to
design such an inconvenient entrance to the Captain’s home. This is more easily
understood, however, if the building was not originally intended to be a dwelling place.
The Captain and his wife must have entered their home through the first floor passage, or
perhaps through an entranceway from the Upper Battery. There is structural evidence
which suggests such an entranceway between the Upper Battery and the dwelling did
exist, though it is uncertain when such a doorway may have been added (Fig. 17). This
working hypothesis has been incorporated into the “exploded” views in Chapter 2 by
pulling apart the first level of the Captain’s House from the second level. The matrices
reflect this same interpretation by placing all first level Captain’s House Context numbers
(Master Context Xii) stratigraphically below the second level of the Captain’s House
(Master Context Xiv). The only exception to this is figure 14. The Captain’s House was
not pulled apart into bottom and top levels because the entire exterior West wall was
covered in a thick coat of parging. Stratigraphically this parging is all one layer
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(Individual Context number 34, Master Context Xiii) which overlies and conceals the
courses of the Captain’s House.
The Defensive Ditch, entirely carved out of the natural bedrock, is also an early
structural feature of the King’s Castle, although what we see of it today is only a portion
of its original appearance. Its counterscarp initially was much higher and therefore
would have presented a greater obstacle to any attacks. Based on the height of the
natural bedrock in surrounding areas, the Defensive Ditch’s walls may have been as high
as the floor level of the Captain’s House second floor. This would be logical if the
Captain’s House was originally a single story magazine, as the magazine and its contents
would have been shielded from enemy fire (Barka, Harris, & Harvey 1996, 16).
Although the majority of the archaeological results have not yet been processed, the
earliest soil fill of the Ditch dates to the very early 17th century (Barka, Harris, &
Harvey 1996, 24). Additionally, the contours of the Defensive Ditch mirror the landward
side of the Captain’s House and the Upper Battery parapet, both of which are thought to
have been constructed very early in the fort’s history. Based on this evidence, the ditch
may be as early as Moore’s tenure, but even at its latest it must have been in existence in
the early 1620s. This is represented in the matrices by placing the Defensive Ditch strati
graphically contemporaneous with the other earliest fort structures.
The construction of the Ditch along with the fact that the Upper Battery
originally had landward facing embrasures, implies that the early Bermudian colonists
were as worried about an attack from the land as they were about defending entry into
Castle Harbour. This attitude seems to have changed relatively quickly. The Ditch was
slowly filled in beginning just a few years after it was originally cut. At the same time the
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wide firing range of the landward facing embrasures in the Upper Battery would have
been obstructed as early as 1621 with the construction of the second story of the
Captain’s House.

The Years After Butler
Nathaniel Butler’s account of Bermuda’s colonial origins supplies valuable
information about the construction of the King’s Castle. Unfortunately, the years
following his administration are less thoroughly documented. Early archaeological
findings at the King’s Castle indicate heavy activity periods in the early 1600s (i.e.
Butler’s tenure and earlier) and the late 1700s. The available documentary evidence
certainly supports this. It seems that the Bermudians were generally content with the
arrangement of the early fortifications. The focus of military readiness over the next
decades shifted to the questions of how to keep the forts in proper repair, and how to man
them effectively.
The Bermudians continued to provide their own men and arms for the garrisons at
the King’s Castle and for the general militia of the Islands. This proved to be problematic
from the beginning. Few men wanted to serve as soldiers, and so it had to be required by
Bermudian law. The pay, when it was forthcoming at all, was not particularly
rewarding. The first garrison under the command of Captain Stokes were forced to work
such long hours that they were not able to fish for their own provisions (Leffoy, Vol. 1,
421-5). The militia was also an uncertain line of defense. The Bermudian economy
depended upon trade with other colonies. This required men to be away at sea for long
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periods of time. Additionally, the Bermudians relied heavily upon local fish for their
diets. Consequently, on any given day a large percentage of the able bodied men who
made up Bermuda’s militia were at sea trading or fishing. Over the years Bermuda’s
governors would repeatedly request trained military men and stores of war to be sent
from England, but their requests were regularly ignored. The first Independent Company
of soldiers would not arrive in Bermuda until after the turn of the next century.
In 1624, while Henry Woodhouse was governor of Bermuda, England declared
war on Spain. Reports from London warned that the Spaniards were planning an attack
on Bermuda. Tensions with France were also present and would culminate in a
declaration of war in 1627. The fortifications had already degraded and were in need of
repair (Wilkinson, 223-4). In order to improve the conditions of the forts, Governor
Woodhouse ordered that every “owner, halver, tradesmen, and wage-earning servant was
required to contribute two days’ labour or ‘compound’ for it. Fifteen men were kept at
work on the fortifications.” (ibid.) A similar order was passed down in 1626, and the
garrison at King’s Castle was double-manned (Lefroy vol.l, 386-7; 421-5). Presumably
this means that the militia at King’s Castle was increased from 12 to 24.
No direct hostilities ever developed in Bermuda during this period and by 1627
the men stationed at the King’s Castle had been decreased to eight (Lefroy, V ol.l, 441).
In 1629 the garrison increased again to eleven soldiers and one lieutenant (Lefroy, Vol.
1, 488-9), but by 1631 the number of men was back down to eight (Lefroy, V ol.l, 527)
and probably remained around this number into the second half of the 17th century.
In 1684 the Bermuda Company’s charter was revoked and Bermuda became a
colony of the British Government. After this change of command there is a slight
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increase in the amount of records pertaining to King’s Castle and the military readiness of
the colony in general. Though the threat of outside invasion in this period was as great as
it ever was, the defenses of the island were quite weak. The number of men stationed at
the Castle by this time had dropped to five or six besides the Captain {Bermuda
Historical Quarterly (all subsequent references will read BHQ) Vol.2, no.l, 15-6; BHQ
Vol.2, no.2, 60) and these few men were unlikely to defend enthusiastically the Islands as
they were often not paid their already meager salaries {BHQ, V ol.l, no.2, 54). Worried
about the deleterious effects which disgruntled soldiers would have on the present and
future security of Bermuda, Governor Coney ordered that the late salary payments for the
Castle soldiers be assessed,
Which have been so long unpaid, That they may be incouraged to do their
duty in this present time of danger, and also for ye future which may
probably be no less dangerous. {BHQ, V ol.l, no.2, 54.)
In 1692 Governor Richier sent a letter to the Lords of Trade Plantations
complaining of the Council’s refusal to pay the Castle soldiers or the various bills due for
public works. Additionally, many of the Bermudians were leaving the Island to find
provisions in a more economically secure environment. {BHQ, Vol.3, no. 1, 22) The
situation was worsened by disease in 1692 and 1693:
The mortal fever which destroyed so many in the West Indies got among
us in June last killing in three months 767 persons, white and black, of
whom 127 only were slaves. There remain but 610 fit to bear arms and all
o f the Council are dead except Richard Peniston, William Pitt, Thomas
Foster, samuel Trott, and Charles Walker. The mortality has not begotten a
better disposition in the remaining inhabitants to obedience and loyalty.
{BHQ, Vol.3, no.2, 63)
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By 1696 only two men were ordered to report to the King’s Castle and these two
men refused to go. The constables of their Tribes were ordered to arrest them and bring
them before a judge {BHQ, Vol3, no.3, 125, 129). The state of the fortifications at this
time were in no better condition than the people. The King’s Castle platforms, carriages
and guns were all unserviceable {BHQ, Vol.2, no.2, 15-6).
Throughout this period of social and political instability, the Governors of
Bermuda repeatedly requested experienced soldiers, an engineer to help survey and repair
the fortifications, and military stores to supplement their weak supplies (CO 37:2, 13; CO
37:2, 236; BHQ, Vol.3, no.2, 63). They would eventually receive all of the above, though
perhaps not as soon as the Bermudians would have liked.

King’s Castle Structures 1623-1700
Although the evidence, both archaeological and documentary, are sparse in
regards to structural improvements or changes at the King’s Castle in the years following
Butler’s administration, there are scraps of evidence which provide some clues. Among
the reports of repairs done to King’s Castle during Governor Woodhouse’s tenure there
is an order in April of 1626 for the “filling of the pallizadoes and levelling of the Rocke
for the muskettiers to drawe into armes &c with the easiest charge unto the cuntry”
(Lefroy, Vol. 1, 386-7). This may be the first record of a musketry wall lining the south
shore of Castle Island (see FIG. 1). If so, the first musketry line may have been made of
wooden palings. In the “Extracts from a General Letter addressed to the Governor-elect,
Captain Fflorentia Seymer, dated October 19 1662” requests “Necessarie Repayres of the
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ffortifications and making a stone wall round the Kings castle” (Lefroy, vol.2, 177). This
may be an allusion to the stone musketry wall which still stands on Castle Island today.
A reference to the “plaistering of the Court of Guard” in the Generali Levy of
1660 indicates that the guardhouse was no longer the “poore smale frame” structure from
the 1620s. Sometime between the building of the Captain’s House and 1660 a masonry
guardhouse was constructed on Castle Island (Lefroy vol.2,142-44). Other repairs and
activities that were going on at Castle Island at this time are hinted at by the various 17th
century Levies (for example Lefroy vol.l, 477-8; 488-9; 527). From the levies we learn
that there were at least two cisterns on Castle Island and that they were regularly repaired.
Wooden platforms were built and repaired, roofs shingled, a path cleared, ironwork and
carriages made, and planks and joists sawn. The levies frequently mention the building
and repair of a Castle boat to bring soldiers to and from the Island. We learn that a
Richard Barefoot received 30 £ of tobacco for “his worke at the King’s Castle in cutting
the Rocke for more easie bringing the Ordinance to serue there.” (Lefroy, V ol.l, 477-8).
Stones of various sizes were cut for repairs and construction on Castle Island. A frying
pan, a flagpole, a bell, and a “prospect glasse” are all specifically mentioned. There are
lists of the workmen who labored at Castle Island, their positions and the pay they
received (names like James Greene, Henry Long, “Joseph the smith” and Lawrence
West). The value of these levies is that they provide a general feel of the type of
activities which occurred at an active fortification in Bermuda. They provide color, life,
and character to the site’s history. They also show the scale of work undertaken on a
regular basis at the King’s Castle. Many people’s hard labor went into the construction
and maintenance of the King’s Castle. Yet, as interesting as these records are for
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understanding the evolution of the King’s Castle, the structural information they provide
is inexact. Even when specific references to structural elements are mentioned, such as
roofing shingles and masonry stones, it remains difficult to ascertain where these
structural elements were located and whether there remains evidence for them at the
King’s Castle site today.
The most informative record available from this period of the King’s Castle in
regards to a structural interpretation of the site, is “An Account of Ye Castle and Forts
How They are Built and Fortified” from the Minutes of the Council in 1687 (BHQ,
Vol.2, no.l, 15-6). Governor Sir Robert Robinson writes:

The Castle is situated on a rocky Island about two acres and is called ye
Kings Castle leading into a large and secure Harbour it is 20 foot long and
50 foot wide ye walls are Eighteene foot high. One Platforme fronting ye
Entrance bareing E.S.E. of thirty foot long and twenty four foot wide
hauinge Nine Battlements’s & three guns [the Upper Battery of the King’s
Castle fort] undr wch is a Platforme bearing E.S.E. of twenty foot long and
twenty-nine wide hauinge thirteene Battlements* s & Seven guns [the
Lower Battery of the King’s Castle] & on the North west side is a
Plattforme Eighty foot long and twenty-four foot wide with seven guns
[Devonshire Redoubt] as also on ye South west is another fourteene foot
square & two guns [Landward Fort] all wch sd guns are verry well
Mounted. The guard house is Sixteene foot Square Standing to ye
Southward & of a firme Structure.
There are Six besides the [Lieutenant] who pays theire continuall Duty at
ye Castle & others are Constituted Sufficient to serue on all occation
requiring.
This report provides several interesting fragments of information concerning
King’s Castle, the most important being the number of embrasures in each of the batteries
and the existence and general location of the guardhouse. Also of note is the reference to
the Landward Fort thereby affirming the existence of the third fort on Castle Island at
least as early as the 1680s. It may be useful to point out, however, that there seems to be
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some degree of error in the measurement of the batteries, particularly the Lower Battery,
suggesting that the information contained must be cautiously accepted.
Concurrent with this account are diverse records reporting fortifications which are
in ruins, requests for repairs, long lists of measures to be taken in the event of an alarm,
and accounts of international scandal and intrigue (For example see BHQ, vol.l, no.2,
54, 55-6; BHQ, vol.2, no.l, 10-11). Some of the needed repairs were followed through
on, others were delayed until after the turn of the century. In any case, the threat of a
Spanish or French attack which haunted the Bermudians once again never came to pass in
the 17th century. As the 1700s approached, the King’s Castle’s circumstances changed
little. There continued to be frequent periods of international tensions, or all out war.
Throughout this the King’s Castle, a critical first line of defense, was nevertheless
continually in need of repairs and lacking in a full supply of war stores.
Although documents dating to mid to late 1600s at the King’s Castle provide a
general historical context, none of the physical remains at the King’s Castle can be linked
to this time period with any degree of certainty. As a result, this period is not represented
in the “exploded” views or matrices for the King’s Castle. This may initially appear to be
a weak thread in the interpretation of the King’s Castle. However, the lack of substantial
structural and historical evidence in this period actually supports what we know of the
King’s Castle: the major periods of activity at the King’s Castle were in the first half of
the 17th century and the last quarter of the 18th century.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE KING’S CASTLE AND THE 18th CENTURY

The military and social state of affairs in Bermuda did not change greatly after
1700. Periods o f drawn out international tensions propped up between peace treaties and
declarations of all out war were still the norm. Bermuda’s most dependable defense was
the natural coral reefs which encircled all of the Islands. Increased concern over the state
o f the fortifications at the end of the 17th century resulted in some repairs and
strengthening of the King’s Castle and other major fortresses, but the structural needs of
the buildings and the short supply of stores were persistent problems. The militia had
been reorganized and strengthened beginning in Robert Robinson’s term as governor in
1687 (Chartrand 1971). Yet this also required constant attention and a steady flow of
finances to keep the men well trained and armed with working guns and ammunition.
The problems inherent in a part-time military force with half or more of the men out at
sea at any given time continued to hinder the strength of the local militia. One significant
change in Bermuda’s military configuration during the 18th century was the arrival of
the first Independent Company sent from England in the Spring o f 1701. The Company
consisted o f 50 privates, 2 sergeants, 2 corporals, and 1 drummer as well as Captain
Lancelot Sandys with Robert Henley as Lieutenant (Chartrand 1971, 41). The added
strength of the Independent Company made the Islands more secure, but even still, the
soldiers experienced the same delay of payment and scarce food supply that the militia
had always contended with. The militia itself remained an important element in the
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Islands’ security as witnessed by the fact that no fewer than 23 Acts concerning the
regulation of the local militia were passed by the Bermuda Legislature between the years
1708 and 1813.

King’s Castle Structures in the First Three Quarters of the 18th Century
The documentary evidence of this period in the King’s Castle history is less sparse
than in the 17th century, but still relatively inconclusive in regards to structural changes at
the fortification. The repairs which were started in the last twenty years of the 17th century
were continued into the 18th century. Shortly after the arrival of the Independent Company
in 1701 an “Act for the Speedy Reparation of the Castle fforts and platforms belonging to
These Islands” was passed:

It is Expedient and Necessary that the Castle fforts and platforms be
forewith sufficiently repaired and amended and that Barracks with
Chimneys be built in Each ffort for the conveniency of the Soldiers guarding
the Same. (CO 37:25, pp.268-9.)
This may be the initial construction period of the barracks which still stand on the
southern shore of Castle Island. Although if barracks were built this early at the King’s
Castle it does not appear that they were inhabited by the Independent Company until
sometime later in the 18th century (Darrell 1957, 94). A defense report written in 1780 by
Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Donkin takes note of the poor condition the Castle was in
adding that there was “not a single room to shelter the necessary Guards in.” If this is an
accurate report, it would suggest that no barracks were built on the island until after 1780.
(Donkin’s Defence Report in The Journal o f the Society o f Army Historical Research, Vol.
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6: 3). There were generally somewhere between two to four men guarding the Castle in the
early 1700s (BHQ, Vol.6, no.3, 115; CO 37:12, 44-50; CO 37:13, 67-8). However, it is
unclear whether these soldiers were from the local militia, the Independent Company, or a
combination of both. The number of men stationed at the Castle would later jump to twelve
plus the captain in 1756, the first year of the Seven Years War.

The Minutes o f His

Majesty’s Council of that year ordered that, “The Castle under the command of Captain
William Wilkinson be suplyed with five able White men and five able Negro men out of the
Militia Company in Hamilton Tribe, with the addition of two Matross.” (BHQ, Vol.
XXXVIII, No.3, 37)
In May of 1715 the Minutes of His Majesty’s Council reported that the Castle and
other platforms around the island were in need of repairs. The Captains of the various forts
were subsequently ordered to proceed with the repairs, though it is uncertain what specific
orders were carried out at the Castle. On August 13, 1722 An act for supplying the
necessary funds for repairs to the Castle and other forts was passed by His Majesty’s
Council (BHQ, Vol.7, no.3, 95). In November of 1723 and February of 1724 a group of
men were ordered to survey the forts and report back to the council regarding repairs and
supplies needed (BHQ, Vol.7, no.4, 141; BHQ, Vol.8, no.3, 89). In November of 1727 the
Council ordered that, “The Castle be the next fortification that’s repaird.”(i?i/<2, Vol.9,
no.4, 316-7). Very little is known about what these repairs consisted of, but it seems likely
that by April of 1729 the King’s Castle was in good condition:

The Castle and Forts are very near repaired and had been finished by this
time had not the Supply been very difficult to collect, by the extreme want
and poverty of the people. (CO 37:12, 34.)
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By August of the same year the King’s Castle repairs were complete and the
Council’s attention had shifted to repairs at Pembroke Fort which they ordered to be
repaired “in the manner the other fortifications have been done.” {BHQ, Vol. 10, no.3, 135).
It is clear that the cost of the repairs was a very heavy burden for the Bermudians to bear.
Throughout the early to mid 1700s there are many references to soldiers who have gone
without pay or provisions {BHQ, Vol. XIV, no.2, 42). Also, the Council made regular
appeals to Britain asking for gun powder and other supplies. {BHQ, Vol.XV, no.4, 148-50).
On the eve of the War of the Austrian Succession, the fortifications were once again
inspected in 1738 and general repairs begun. (CO 37:13, 67-8; BHQ, Vol.XVII, No.3, 8990; BHQ, Vol. XXI, No.3, 63; BHQ, Vol. XIX, No.2, 42-3; BHQ, Vol. XIX, no.3, 67, 6970.)
Once again, the information in these reports do not contribute a large degree of
structural information. We do learn, however, that by October of 1739 the Upper Battery of
the King’s Castle had “become so very ruinous that it is unsafe to give the guns mounted
thereon and will require a large expense to be rebuilt strong enough to be of any service.”
The report adds that the “the height of the platform renders it of little service except as a
look-out.” {BHQ, Vol. XIX, N o.l, 5-6.)
By the mid-1750s and the threat of the Seven Years’ Wars, the forts had once again
gotten into disrepair {BHQ, Vol.XXXVI, N o.2,20; BHQ, Vol. XXXVII, No.2, 20). Another
round of surveys to inspect the fortifications was ordered {BHQ, Vol. XXXVII, No. 3, 35;
BHQ, Vol. XXXVIII, No.3, 36), and presumably repairs were carried out, though no
specific records of these repairs survive. This period of the King’s Castle, like the second

half of the 17th century, yields no definite structural information, and so is unable to add to
the matrices of the King’s Castle structures.

Bermuda and the American Revolution
The Seven Years war ended with the Treaty of Paris in 1763. Great Britain was now
at one of the height of its colonial power, and hostilities with the other major European
powers receded into the background. The major battle for dominance which Britain now
faced involved internal colonial power struggles. The American colonists were growing
increasingly angered by what they saw as unfair economic policies of the mother country
which benefited Great Britain more than them. The British Sugar Act, the Stamp Act and
the Townshend Acts were resented by the Americans who retaliated with various
subversive activities. The Bermudians were largely sympathetic to the situation of the
American colonists, as the taxation and trade policies of Great Britain weighed heavily on
the Bermudians as well. Additionally, the Bermudians relied upon trade as the major source
of income, and the Americans were a key trading partner. Most Bermudians were more
concerned with making a mutually beneficial deal with the Americans than they were with
acting in accordance with their geographically distant Mother Country. Yet, there were
enough British Loyalists in Bermuda, among them Governor George Bruere, for such illicit
business practices to be contested and reported back to Britain.
In 1775, at the outbreak of the American Revolution, 100 of the 112 barrels of
gunpowder stored in the Bermudian capitol of St. Georges were stolen and sold to the
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Americans. According to the 20th century historian, Henry Wilkinson, this theft was a selfprotecting response of several prominent Bermudians who feared the economic ruin of
Bermuda should the Americans cut off trade with them. (Wilkinson, 46-8.) However,
Governor Bruere, a staunch Loyalist, saw it first and foremost as an inexcusable affront to
the King, not to mention the fact that it left Bermuda with nearly no ammunition to protect
itself from outside attacks.
Bruere immediately sent a request for help to Thomas Gage, a British General
stationed in Boston. Gage promptly sent the British warship the Scorpion to Bermuda in
order to maintain order and obedience to British law. Out of fear of an American attack of
Bermuda, and in light of the fact that the island had almost no powder left in its magazine,
Bruere removed the cannon from Bermuda’s forts to the Scorpion. This controversial move
left the island virtually without defenses when the Scorpion left Bermuda 6 weeks after it
arrived (C037:21, 97-8; Wilkinson, 52-3).
Bruere was increasingly concerned with what he considered the bold and seditious
behavior of many Bermudians.

In July of 1776 he sent a request for an Independent

Company to be sent to Bermuda not for the protection of the Island from outside intruders,
v.,

but to keep order from within:

I hope Your Lordships will think, from such the Disposition of the People,
that for the better Security of the Place, some Soldiers should be sent here,
and a frigate or tender Sloop of War, should be stationed, one at the East
end, and one at the West End, of these Islands to prevent Effectually, their
corresponding with the Enemy, at Philadelphia or South Carolina, or
Carying them any Salt to get com in Lieu. (CO 37:21, 98.)
As many of the traitorous people Bruere was referring to were members of
Bermuda’s Council and Assembly, an inefficient and conflict ridden government was the
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unavoidable outcome. In fact, political gridlock was often the weapon of choice for the two
factions in the government (Wilkinson 1995). Caught amidst this political turmoil was the
King’s Castle. In 1773 in a report sent to Britain, Governor Bruere notes that most of the
fortifications “want repairs as there hath not been a penny laid out upon these fifteen or
Twenty years I believe, though I have constantly solicited the General Assembly to have
regard to the Repairs of their Fortifications.” {BHQ, Vol. XXXV, No.2, 54). In 1776
another letter from Bruere reveals that the fortifications were still in bad condition despite
the very real threat of an attack and occupation of the strategically valuable Bermuda by the
nearby American colonies. The Assembly was apparently unworried by the threat of the
Americans, and equally unwilling to spend public money on repairs of the fortifications.
They argued that the economic policies which the Crown forced them to uphold in regard to
the American colonies left them destitute, and in any case they could not justify such an
expense to bring the forts to a ready state when the Governor had unilaterally removed all
the cannon which should have been mounted at the forts (CO 37:21, 97-8). The discord
between Assembly and Governor which is so apparent in the records of this time continued
to prevent repairs of the King’s Castle. In March 1778 Castle Island still had received no
attention to needed repairs, and the matrosses on duty had to be paid out of Bruere’s private
accounts in order to keep them from abandoning their posts (C037:37, 9).
In addition to internal threats to security, the French were once again becoming an
issue of concern. On November 2, 1778 two companies of the Royal Garrison Battalion
arrived, and in December of 1779 another 100 men arrived (Wilkinson 1995, 82).
Undoubtedly, many members of the Council and Assembly were not happy with this turn of
events both because of the scarcity of food in the Islands and because it would dampen their
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illegal trade with the revolting American colonies. By 1780, the year that Governor Bruere
passed away, the Castle housed 77 British troops including 4 sergeants, 2 drummers, and 71
rank and file. This was by far the highest number of troops which the Castle had seen since
it was first constructed. Repairs of the Castle were also begun in 1780. The total number of
troops throughout the islands now numbered somewhere between 400 and 664 men (CO
37:37, 199-200; Chartrand 1971, 44)
In 1783 Great Britain recognized the independence of the American colonies.
Included in their substantial loss of land, the British also lost all military bases in the North
America except the naval base in Halifax, Nova Scotia (Stranack 1990, 1). The central
location of Bermuda between Canada and the West Indies which had always been a
geographical attribute, suddenly became strategically crucial. In December 1982, a
Lieutenant Slack of the Royal Engineers was ordered to survey Bermuda and report back on
its military situation including recommended repairs and improvements to the
fortifications.. Having completed his survey and report, he left Bermuda on the sloop of
war, HMS Mentor.

But for a stroke of bad luck, it would have been Slack’s

recommendations which would have guided the next stage of structural alterations at the
King’s Castle. Unfortunately for Slack, the Mentor was lost on its way to New York along
with all of his reports (BHQ, Vol.l, No.2, 73-4).

Soon thereafter, Lieutenant Andrew

Dumford, also a Royal Engineer, was ordered to carry out the same survey of the Island.
Dumford arrived in Bermuda for the first time in September of 1783 to begin his defense
report (Book #2 of Dumford’s Letterbooks; Bermuda Archives, MF#451). It is his
recommendations for change which were ultimately carried out at the King’s Castle.
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The Structures of the King’s Castle following the American Revolution
The hostile intentions of France and the proximity of the newly independent
colonies of America along with internal discord in Bermuda all contributed to the
refurbishment and reorganization of the military in Bermuda. Andrew Dumford’s orders to
survey the Islands and write a defense report on his findings have provided us with a
detailed record of the state of Castle Island prior and subsequent to his work there.
Unfortunately, an early Dumford plan of the King’s Castle has been lost, although his plans
of Devonshire Redoubt and the Landward Fort still survive.

A watercolor painted by

Thomas Driver dated November 25th 1815 provides an approximation of what the
fortification must have looked like towards the end of Dumford’s work there (FIG.37)

Figure 37 - 1815 watercolor painting by Thomas Driver shows the King’s Castle
in the background with barracks, cistern, and kitchen just in front of it. The tower
of Devonshire Redoubt is pictured here with a flagpole. Driver was situated at the
Landward Fort when executing this painting. (From the Fay and Geoffrey Elliott
Collection, Bermuda Archives.,)
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On the 20th of October, 1783 Dumford submitted his first defense report (CO
37:38, 343-348). By comparing this account with others from before and after Dumford’s
time at the King’s Castle, a clearer development of the site emerges (see hypothesized
development of site, FIGS. 38, 39, 40).
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Figure 38 - Hypothesized Reconstmction of The King’s Castle layout prior to
Dumford’s Renovations. Most of the structural features in this plan would
have been in existence long before the late 1790s. There may have been one
more embrasure in the Lower Battery, for a total of thirteen.
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Figure 39 - Dumford era reconstruction. Shows the four filled-in embrasures
and the thickened parapet wall. Also, note the Officer’s Quarters.
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Figure 40 - Modem Plan of the King’s Castle
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The evolution of the batteries is particularly interesting. According to Dumford at the
time of his arrival the Lower Battery was a “a long square with four embrasures to fire at
ships coming into harbour and eight when the ship is abreast of it”, making a total of 12
embrasures. By November 7, 1790 Dumford wrote to the Duke of Richmond reporting that
the “lower sea battery has been considerably thickened, the useless embrasures filled up, the
Rock upon which it stands being cracked, has been made good with M asonry,. . . ” (BHQ,
Vol. XXVI, N o.l, 21). The Lower Battery as it stands today retains evidence for four filled
in embrasures (FIG. 41). If all four of these embrasures were blocked by Dumford, then
eleven of the 12 embrasures which Dumford reported in 1783 would be accounted for.
Clues to where the twelfth embrasure was situated are provided by a 1811 defense report
written by Thomas Cunningham (PRO WO 55/1551/2). Included in Cunningham’s report is
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a plan o f the King’s Castle (FIG. 42). When this 1811 plan is overlaid on top of the modem
remains of the embrasures, the two plans seem to correspond well with the exception of one
embrasure (FIG. 43). As is evident from this composite plan, embrasure 4C’ as it appears
today is located differently than when Cunningham recorded it. As Cunningham’s plan was
produced less than 20 years after the end of Dumford’s renovations, it seems plausible that
the 1811 plan records the Lower Battery as Dumford left it. If this assumption is correct,
then Dumford was responsible for the four blocked embrasures which are still evident in the
parapet walls today. He also would have blocked two of the four embrasures which in his
own words were “to fire at ships coming into harbour”. Sometime between 1811 and the
present the Lower Battery must have been altered at least one more time in order for
embrasure C to be in its present arrangement.
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Figure 41 - Plan of the Lower Battery Embrasures at the King’s Castle as they
appear today
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Figure 42 - Plan of The King’s Castle as Thomas Cunningham recorded it in
1811. (PRO WQ55/1551/2)

The King's Castle
Lower Battery
1811 Map Overlayed

Figure 43 - Cunningham’s Plan of the Lower Battery super-imposed onto a
modem survey.
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These conclusions regarding the Lower Battery are supported by the physical
appearance of the Battery. As was alluded to in Chapter Two, the stone work of the Lower
Battery appears to be visually divisible into a minimum of three distinct styles. The first is
carved bedrock and/or masonry courses with very heavy parging (Master Context Iliii). In
the case of this period of construction, it is often very difficult to tell when the bedrock ends
and the masonry begins. In some cases it is possible to relate stratigraphically this period
with the remaining two, and in all such cases this heavily parged style is chronologically the
oldest. The heavy parging is also characteristic of other King’s Castle structures which are
considered to be among the oldest. For example, the West wall of the Captain’s House
(dated to c. 1621) is so heavily parged as to make individual courses completely invisible.
The next building phase is distinguished by slightly more regular coursing and noticeably
less parging (Master Context Iliv). Another characteristic of this building phase is the
occasional survival of plaster and/or red ochre paint on its surface. This phase is associated
with elements presently thought to date to Dumford’s renovations; Most notably, the
blocked gunports which are lightly parged and exhibit some areas with plaster and red
ochre. Interestingly, some records from Dumford’s renovations record the purchase of “red
oaker” and paintbmshes (CO 37:43, 350-1). This would support the hypothesis that the
blocked gunports may date to Dumford’s time, and further suggest that the King’s Castle
may have been painted an impressive red towards the end of the 1700s. The last of the
building phases suggested by the Lower Battery and related documents would have been
post-1811. The building style of this period was large, regular courses with no parging on
them (Master Context IIx). The courses surrounding embrasure C exhibit this style, as well
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as the courses around embrasures D and B. All of these embrasures would have been
affected by the structural changes which took place sometime after Cunningham’s 1811
plan and the modem remains of the parapet.
The Upper Battery went through similar alterations in the Dumford and
Post-Dumford eras. In 1783 Dumford found the Upper Battery with “three embrasures to
fire at ships coming into the harbour and four when a ship is abreast of it” for a total of
seven embrasures. (CO 37:38, 343-348). By the November 1790 letter to the Duke of
Richmond we learn that “The upper Sea Battery has been repaired, the parapet towards
Goat Island thickened, the useless Embrasures filled up and the Officer’s Quarters
repaired.” It is assumed that the Officer’s Quarters were built earlier in the Dumford
renovation period (Master Contexts XlXi-xi). The South wall of the Officer’s Quarters was
built onto the northern parapet of the Upper Battery. In so doing the embrasure in the north
parapet wall was converted into an entranceway between the upper floor of the new
Officer’s Quarters and the Upper Battery platform. Dumford probably also filled in the
middle o f the three embrasures which aimed out to sea. The entire eastern parapet of the
Upper Battery no longer exists. However, this parapet must have been removed after
Dumford’s time as the Cunningham plan of 1811 shows four embrasures still intact in the
east parapet.
In the same 1790 letter to the Duke of Richmond, Dumford summarizes some of his
other work at the Castle:
the Stone Platform repaired, a Banquette made where necessary, new cross
walls at the entrance of the Battery and the passage widened & made
capable of giving shelter to a considerable number of men in case of attack
from Tucker’s Town point.” (BHQ, Vol. XXVI, N o.l, 21.)
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The repairs to the stone platform, the banquettes (firing steps) and the cross walls all refer to
changes made to the Lower Battery. The widening of the passage probably refers to the
cutting down of the Defensive Ditch’s counterscarp and the subsequent creation of the
gorge face at the western extent of the site (FIG 44). The man-made cave, the privy and the
stairway on the face of this gorge therefore have a terminus post quem of 1790, although it
is possible some or all of these features were built after Dumford’s repairs.

K i n g 's C a s t l e
Elevation of the
Western Boundary

910 Metres

Figure 44 - Elevation of the western extents of site

Another structural feature which existed at the time of the 1811 plan but has since
been removed is a sea wall at the northern extent of the Defensive Ditch. This probably
would have been of similar size as the sea wall which still stands at the southern extent of
the Ditch.

Although this northern wall has since disappeared, there remains physical

evidence for it. The exterior face of the Lower Battery parapet has mortar ghost marks
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(Master Context Ilxix) which record the location of a wall which perpendicularly abutted
the parapet. These mortar marks are in the same location as the wall shown in
Cunningham’s plan. Just above these mortar stains are a few courses of stones (Master
Context Ilxvii) with chopped off, irregular faces (Master Context Ilxviii). It is likely that
these courses originally extended out perpendicular to the Lower Battery Parapet and
formed part of the courses of the northern sea wall. There also remains a small pillar of
natural bedrock with similar mortar marks on the opposite (western) side of the gorge. This
pillar marks the western extent of the sea wall. Both walls were probably built by Dumford.
By Dumford’s time there was a barrack near the Guardhouse and a cistern on the
south side of the island. It is unclear whether the barrack had been recently built or if it
could date back to the early 1700s when an act was passed for repairing forts and building
barracks. In any case, according to Dumford these barracks were large enough for 76 men.
The construction date of the cistern may also have been much earlier then Dumford’s
account of it. Adjacent to the barracks was a storeroom which Dumford notes could be
made into a barrack, thereby making room for 100 men. The only landing place on the
island was a small rocky cove which led directly to the guardhouse. Prior to Dumford’s
renovations, he records a “good kitchen with an oven on the back of it”, implying that the
kitchen was in good repair. Sometime between this 1783 observation and a 1788 report the
roof of the kitchen was blown off during a storm (Andrew Dumford’s Letterbooks,
Bermuda Archives, Book #2).

As a result, Dumford recommended that the rafters be

“lowered before it is new slated to prevent the like accident in future.” Also by 1788 the
guardhouse was in a minous state and would require a great expense to fix it. By 1790
Dumford reported to the Duke of Richmond that he had pulled down the old guardhouse
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because it was in such bad condition {BHQ, Vol. XXVI, N o.l, 22). The foundations of this
kitchen are still visible today directly to the east of the southern cistern (the other cistern
being the one next to Devonshire Redoubt).
Predictably, the major structural renovations undertaken by Andrew Dumford show
up clearly in the “exploded” views and matrices. The greatest impact is recorded in the
addition of the Officer’s Quarters (Master Contexts XlXi-xi) and the changes to the Lower
Battery configuration (Master Contexts Xlli-xx). Other structural changes which show up in
the Dumford period of the matrix and survive to the present, are the cutting down of the
Defensive Ditch counterscarp (Master Context IVii), the landward entrance to the Upper
Battery (Master Contexts Xlli-iii), and the South seawall (Master Context XXIX). The
windows of the Captain’s House are tentatively dated to this period as well, although there
is no stratigraphic or documentary evidence which unambiguously supports this.

Ill

CHAPTER FIVE

THE KING’S CASTLE IN THE 19th AND 20th CENTURIES

The end of the 18th century marks the slow demise of the King’s Castle as the preeminent
fortification of the Bermuda Islands. The military had begun to move away from land
fortresses and instead focused on building a strong Naval defense. Castle Harbour had
always been difficult for large ships to enter and leave due to the rocks and coral reefs.
During the era of land fortifications this was an advantage. Any large ship had to pass close
by the Castle in order to gain entrance to the Harbour. However, as the main mode of
defense shifted towards a naval establishment, Castle Harbour and its defenses were
increasingly considered to be of secondary importance. The large vessels of the British navy
would have a difficult time trying to enter or leave the protected waters of Castle Harbour.
The 1783 sinking of the Cerebus made the entrance even more difficult to navigate (PRO
W 055/1551/3, Thomas Blanshard’s Report on the Defences of Bermuda). The final blow
to the Castle’s usefulness was the discovery of Murray’s Anchorage:
Since the discovery of Murray’s Anchorage, so called in Compliment to
the late Admiral Murray, whose Flag Ship, the Resolution, was the first
line of Battle Ship moored there, the mode of defending Bermuda is
entirely changed, so that King’s Castle and Fort Southampton have lost
their consequence, and there has been some serious thoughts even several
years ago of withdrawing a great part of the Ordnance from these Posts, as
the greatest of danger, at least what seems the most dreaded, is the enemy
making good landing on the North Side and East end of St. George’s
island, which was the cause of Erecting in 1793 and 1794 the three
redoubts between Signal Hill and St. Catharine’s formerly mentioned.
(ibid.)
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The 1823 Defense report o f Thomas Blanshard also alludes to the changing nature of
Bermuda’s defenses:
Previous to the discovery of the Main or Hurds Channel the principal Ports
being St. George’s and Castle Harbour, The Fortifications then constructed
were generally with a view to defend them, But the change that has since
taken place in the importance of these objects, render these Works
generally of no importance. .. (PRO W055/1551/3)

There were still troops stationed at the King’s Castle during the early 1800s, although two
years after Thomas Driver painted his watercolors of the King’s Castle the roof of the
barracks was once again blown off (ibid.) A telegraph was placed at Devonshire Redoubt
in order to communicate with another telegraph tower on Signal Hill in St. Georges (PRO
W 0 5 5/928 - Defence Report of Simon Fraser). Thomas Blanshard noted in his defense
report that the Castle was still “occupied lately to prevent an Enemy having any shelter for
his Vessels in the Islands.” In this same report Blanshard approximates the costs of needed
repairs at the King’s Castle to be about £1139.5.0., but advises against going through with
the repairs as the Harbour could be equally well secured by sinking vessels filled with
stones to block the entrance (PRO W055/1551/3).
Despite the growing importance of the British Navy, the King’s Castle was not
yet completely abandoned. As was discussed in the previous chapter, repairs were done to
the Batteries at least as late as 1811. Cement frames on the Captain’s House door
(Master Context XVIii) and windows (Master Contexts Xvii, XVIIii, XVIIIii), as well as
cement corbels (Master Contexts XXVi-ii) on the interior of the house are likely to date
to about 1820 at the earliest. It is possible that these are the remains of repairs which
Thomas Blanshard initially recommended, although there are some documents which
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suggest repairs may have been ordered for the King’s Castle even later than that. There
was a general repair and reconditioning of Bermuda’s defenses in the 1860s (Smith 1957,
80). On 16th of October 1869 there was a meeting with Bermuda’s Governor and
military leaders regarding defenses at Castle Harbour. The men in attendance came to the
same conclusions which Blanshard had years ago: either put the money into the
fortifications at Castle Harbour so that the Harbour would be properly secured, or block
any channels leading into the harbour. According to this report, they decided on the
former. This would involve “blocking all minor entrances, constructing a fort mounting
heavy guns on Castle Island, and more heavy guns on David’s Island, . . .”. (ibid., 90)
This last bit of work done at the King’s Castle may also account for the large cut into the
bedrock parapet o f the Upper Battery (FIG. 45). This cut is presumed to have been made
to accommodate guns which were
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FIG. 45 - Western face of Upper and Lower Battery - New Drawing
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larger in size than those originally intended for gunports A and B. Since at least gunport
B, if not A, exhibits some masonry courses from the last period of construction, these
embrasures’ latest alteration probably date to after 1811 (Master Context Iliv).
Consequently, the additionally alteration of the Upper Battery’s parapet may have
occurred even later than that, Perhaps as late as this 1869 report.
Little else is known about the King’s Castle in the 19th century. Pictures from the
late 1800s show the island being used as a military encampment (Barka and Harris 1994,
68). In 1911 the Government of Bermuda passed an Historic Sites act in order to preserve
the three fortifications at Castle Island, marking the end of the King’s Castle military
service.
The structural stratigraphy of the post-Dumford era at the King’s Castle supports
the idea that King’s Castle was still an important fortification into the mid 1800s. The
renovations of the Lower Battery and the cut into the Upper Battery parapet to make
room for larger, more modern guns were substantial undertakings which imply a
continuing reliance on the King’s Castle’s defenses. Yet focus on the King’s Castle was
certainly dwindling. The roofs of the structures and the uppermost sections of the walls
slowly eroded away and were never repaired. This period of structural decay (Master
Context XHIi-iii) is the last phase in the King’s Castle matrices.
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CONCLUSION

This paper has used interpretive illustrations as a way of investigating the
structural remains at the King’s Castle. The emphasis has been on understanding how the
structures evolved over time. As such, each building element which was distinguishable
from those around it was pulled apart, individually labeled, and chronologically ordered.
The initial advantage of this method is its emphasis on accuracy and clear thinking.
Errors in logic were quickly recognized. Further down the road there is the added value
of having a rigorously organized index of individual events and overall site phases which
will aid in any further interpretations o f the King’s Castle or related sites. Finally, the
attention to detailed illustrations has the additional benefit of being easily presented and
explained to readers.
Of course the structural analysis is only the jumping off point for further
interpretations. The ultimate goal o f any archaeological investigation is to come as close
as possible to reconstructing the reality of past material and social culture. This requires
the integration of all sectors of information: structural, archaeological, and historical. In
some cases we have been able to directly link the structural remains with specific
historical documents. Yet even when this has not been possible the general character of
the site has slowly revealed itself. The King’s Castle was the central fortification o f the
Bermuda Islands for the first two and a half centuries of the colony’s existence. Despite
its importance it has been plagued with the ill effects of lack of money, political rivalries
and inefficiency, inexperienced soldiers, and destructive hurricanes. Nevertheless, the
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King’s Castle remains an impressive fortress whose ultimate effectiveness, despite its
setbacks, is perhaps best revealed by the fact that Bermuda has never been successfully
invaded by a foreign power since the colonies inception.
Although the analysis of the King’s Castle’s structural remains was a primary
objective, the scope of this paper goes beyond any particular site. A more far-reaching
goal was to test the theoretical efficacy of a stratigraphic approach to structural remains,
as well as to evaluate the methodological worth of using interpretive illustrations to meet
this end.
The effectiveness of evaluating structures as stratified remains has already been
supported by the research of Martin Davies, David Simmons, and John James. The
interesting interpretations of the King’s Castle Lower Battery alone is compelling
evidence of the worth of such an approach. The Harris Matrix, modified to the unique
characteristics of standing remains, provides the framework needed for such an approach.
The additional time spent creating “exploded” views with corresponding numbers makes
the stratigraphic interpretations more clear and hopefully more interesting as well. As the
noted archaeological illustrator Alan Sorrell wrote, “Factual recording is only convincing
when it is seen through a personality”.
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APPENDIX A
CORRELATIONS OF STRUCTURAL EVENTS AT THE KING’S CASTLE
WITH MASTER CONTEXT NUMBERS

Master
Cxt. #
I

Correlated Context # ’s
From Individual Matrices

Description

1, 18,30, 45 ,5 8 ,8 1 ,9 4 , 123,
138, 175, 190, 241,271

NATURAL BEDROCK

II. LOWER BATTERY
i.

Excavation of
Lower Battery

2, 257, 272

ii.

Bedrock Wallface

242, 273, 274, 275, 276, 279

iii.

Heavy Parging

3, 243, 244, 245, 280, 283,
284,

IV.

Masonry Stones with light parging
and/or red ochre paint

246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 281,
282, 287, 308, 266, 267,

V.

Parging on masonry stones
(Master Context Iliv)

251,252, 253,254, 285,286,
290, 291

VI.

Red Ochre paint on masonry stones
and Blocked Gunports

296,297, 298, 299, 300,301
255,256

Interfaces between gunports #1-4 and the
masonry which filled them in
(Master Context Ilviii)

310,311,312,313,318

viii.

Masonry stones blocking gunports #1-4

292, 293, 294, 295, 265

ix.

Cut into Lower Battery Parapet in
preparation for laying courses of large,
regularly-shaped masonry stones with
little to no parging

314,315,316,317

x.

Courses of large, regularly-shaped masonry
stones with little to no parging

302, 303, 304, 305, 258

V ll.
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xi.

Cut for masonry with parging
(Individual Context #302,
Master Context Ilxii)

314

xii.

Masonry with parging (Individual
Context #302, Master Context Ilxii)

302

xiii.

Cut for masonry at entrance to the Lower
Battery (Individual Context#289,
Master Context Ilxiv)

309

xiv.

Masonry at entrance to the Lower Battery
(Individual Context#289,
Master Context Ilxiv)

289

xv.

Cut for masonry (Individual context
#288, Master Context Ilxvi)

318

xvi.

Masonry (Individual context #288,
Master Context Ilxvi)

288

xvii.

Masonry courses running perpendicular
to Lower Battery courses

xviii. Chopped off surfaces of masonry courses
running perpendicular to Lower Battery courses
xix.

Mortar marks

xx.

Wall decay level

306, 307, 259, 260, 261, 262,
263,264

III. UPPER BATTERY
i.

ii.

Excavation of
Upper Battery

4, 24, 90, 142, 154, 181, 203,
204, 205

Masonry of
Upper Battery Parapet

5, 25, 71, 152, 155, 200
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iii.

iv.

v.

Parging on Upper
Battery Parapet

91, 182

Parging on Upper
Battery Parapet/Officer’s Quarters
(cannot be correlated w/212)

153

Parging on Upper
Battery Parapet/Officer’s Quarters
(cannot be correlated w/153)

212

IV. DEFENSIVE DITCH
i.
Cut into bedrock

ii.

6, 22, 35, 36, 48, 68, 96, 126,
141, 178
8, 23, 37, 49,

Previously removed
Counterscarp

V. PASSAGE
i.
Cut for Passage
ii.

7, 67, 196

Masonry Seal at
NW Passage Entrance

70,

VI. POSTHOLE CUT INTO UPPER BATTERY

14

VII. DURNFORD PERIOD WALL
COVERS PASSAGE OPENING

15

VIII. FLAGSTONE CAP OF PASSAGE

16

IX. FLAGSTONES COVERING UPPER BATTERY

17

X. CAPTAIN’S HOUSE
i.

19,31,32, 33,46, 59, 60, 62,
82, 83, 124,125,139, 176, 193

Cut into Bedrock

120

ii.

Masonry Courses - First Level

21, 47, 61, 63, 64, 86, 87, 88,
98,99, 100,128,129, 130,
148,163, 183,194

iii.

Parging

20, 34, 55, 65, 92, 119, 137,
224,225, 229

iv.

Masonry Courses - Second Level

220, 222, 223, 226, 227, 228,
230, 231,232, 233,234, 235,
236, 237, 240

XI. WATERPROOF FILLET ON UB PARAPET

26,

XII. LANDWARD ENTRANCE TO UB
i.

Dumford Period Wall
Remnant (Base of Steps)

27

ii.

Steps

179, 13

iii.

Door

184

XIII. PERIOD OF STRUCTURAL DECAY
i.

ii.
iii.

Captain’s House

29, 43, 44, 56, 57, 78, 80, 93,
121, 122, 135, 136, 189

Officer’s Quarters

79, 172,173, 174, 207, 209

Upper Battery

187, 188

XIV. WINDOW A
(Smaller window in West wall of Capt. House)
i.

Cut for Window

38, 120

121

XV. WINDOW B
(Larger window in West wall of Capt. House)
i.

Cut for window

41,115

ii.

Window Sill

42,116

XVI. WEST ENTRANCEWAY TO CAPTAIN’S HOUSE
i.

Cut for Entranceway

39,117

ii.

Door Frame

40, 118

XVII. WINDOW C
(Smaller window in North Wall of Capt. House)
i.

Cut for Window

50,133

ii.

Cement Frame of Window

51,134

XVIII. WINDOW D
(Larger Window in North Wall of Capt. House)
i.

Cut for Window

52,131

ii.

Window Sill

53,132

XIX. OFFICER’S QUARTERS
i.

ii.

iii.

Cut into Bedrock

54,69, 127,140, 143, 151,
191,

Alteration of N. U.B. Parapet
in preparation for building
S. Wall of Cook House

74, 156, 160, 206

Masonry Stones added onto
U.B. for S. wall of Officer’s Quarters
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75, 158, 161, 201

iv.

v.

Cut into Upper Battery’s Northfacing embrasure, to create
entranceway

157

Parging of XlX.iii

159

viii.

Parging on XIX.vii

195

ix.

Removal of Capt.
House Cornerstones

197, 198, 199

Cut in Upper Battery
for Gunport

238

xi.

XXI.

76,162, 202

vi.

x.

XX.

Weatherproof fillet
for XlX.iii.

Masonry of Gunport

239

ENTRANCEWAY (Possible)
BETWEEN CAPT. HOUSE AND
UPPER BATTERY

66

JOIST HOLES - Capt. House
Upper Level, East Wall

72, 73

XXII. ENTRANCEWAY (Possible)
BETWEEN CAPT. HOUSE AND
OFFICER’S QUARTERS

77

XXIII. ORIGINAL INTERIOR AREA OF
CHIMNEY

28,89,

XXIV. JOIST HOLES - CAPT. HOUSE
Upper Level, West Wall

101,102, 103, 104,105, 106,
107, 108
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XXV. CEMENT CORBELS
i.

Cut in Wall for Corbel

109, 110, 111,210, 149

ii.

Cement Corbel

112,113, 114,211, 150

XXVI. NATURAL HOLE #1 IN S. WALL OF OFFICER’S QUARTERS
i.

ii.

Nat. Hole, altered to
fit Masonry Courses

144

Masonry courses to
fill in natural hole

145

XXVII. NATURAL HOLE #2 IN S. WALL OF OFFICER’S QUARTERS
i.

ii.

Nat. Hole, altered to
fit Masonry Courses

146

Masonry courses to
fill in natural hole

147

XXVIII. JOIST HOLES - OFFICER’S QUARTERS
Upper Level, South Wall

XXIX. DURNFORD-ERA SEAWALL

164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169,
170,171
180

XXX. SOUTH FACING EMBRASURE IN U.B.
i.
ii.

Cut into U.B. Wall for embrasure
Embrasure
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185
186

APPENDIX B
LIST OF MINUTES OF HIS MAJESTY’S COUNCIL AND OTHER HISTORICAL
DOCUMENTS TRANSCRIBED IN THE BERMUDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY

1944

Vol. 1
No. 1 - Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Letters of Gov. William Browne
No.2 - Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Letters of Gov. William Browne
No. 3- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Letters of Gov. William Browne
No.4- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Letters of Gov. William Browne

1945

23 Dec. 1684 - 3 Nov. 1685
22 Jan. 1782-21 Nov. 1782
14 Apr. 1686- 14 Aug. 1686
22 Jan. 1782 - 21 Nov. 1782
9 Aug. 1686-10 Feb. 1685/6
15 Apr. 1784 - 16 Feb. 1786
10 Aug. 1686- 12 Mar. 1685/6
16Feb 1786 -2 4 Feb 1787

Vol.2
N o.l- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
25 Apr 1686 - 12 Apr 1687
Two letters from Gov. Robinson to Britain were also inc. dating to
11 June 1687
Letters of Gov. William Browne
1 Feb 1787- 10 June 1788

1946

Vol. 3
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

1947

2 Apr 1691 - 21 Dec 1692
8 Feb 1693 - 19 Dec 1695
19 Nov 1694 - 2 Nov 1696
9 Nov 1696 - 7 Feb 1697/8

Vol. 4
No. 1No.2N o.3No.4-

1948

Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
Minutesof His Majesty’s Council

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Maj esty ’s Council
Majesty’s Council

7 Mar 1697/8 - 2 May 1701
2 May 1701 - 22 Nov 1701
4 Jan 1702/3 - 11 Nov 1702
10 Dec 1702 - 27 Feb 1704/5

Vol. 5
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
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2 Dec 1706 - 12 Sept 1707
16 Sept 1707 - 12 Jan 1708/9
16 Feb 1708/9 - 3 July 1711
1 Oct 1711 - lONov 1712

1949

Vol. 6
No. 1No.2N o.3No.4-

1950

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Maj esty ’s Council
Majesty’s Council

4 Mar 1712/13 - 14 Dec 1719
1 Mar 1713/14 -7 M arl715/16
8 Mar 1715/16-9 May 1718
7 Jul 1718-3 Oct 1720

Vol. 7
N o.l- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 3 Oct 1720 - 20 Nov 1722
No.2- "Spanish Intentions for Bermuda 1603-1615: As revealed by
records in the Archives of the Indies, Seville, Spain."
No.3- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 8 May 1722 - 6 Mar 1722/23
No.4- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 7 March 1723 - 5 Nov 1723

1951

Vol. 8
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

1952

1954

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council

7 Jan 1723/4 - 19 Mar 1723/3
6 Apr 17 2 4 -8 Jan 1724/5
12 Jan 1724/5 - 2 Mar 1724
7 Mar 1691 - 10 Jan 1694

Vol. 9
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

1953

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Vol. 10
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
o f His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council

4 May 1725 - 30 Aug 1725
5 Oct 1725 - 4 Jul 1726
1 Aug 1726 - 15 June 1727
4 Sept 1727 - 4 Apr 1728

15 Apr 1728 - 13 June 1728
2 July 1728 - 19 Dec 1728
20 Nov 1728 - 4 Feb 1728/9
5 Feb 1728/9 - 17 Oct 1729

Vol. XI
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
Minutesof His Majesty’s Council
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15 Oct 1729
15 Oct 1729 - 7 Apr 1730
7 Apr 1730 - 4 Nov 1730
4 Nov 1730 - 9 April 1731

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

Vol. XII
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council

4 May 1731 - 5 Oct 1731
2 Nov 1731 - 3 May 1732
4 May 1732 - 7 Nov 1732
8 Nov 1732 - 22 Nov 1732

Vol. XIII
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council

23 Nov 1732 - 9 Aug 1733
2 Oct 1733 - 19 Feb 1733/4
12 Feb 1733/4 - 6 Nov 1734
7 Nov 1734 - 29 Oct 1735

Vol. XIV
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

Vol. XV
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

11 Nov 1735 - 9 Apr 1736
10 Apr 1736 - 6 Jan 1736/7
15 June 1690 - 20 M arl690/1
23 Apr 1691 - 17 June 1691

Minutes
of His Maj esty ’s Council6 Aug 1691 - 18 Dec 1694
Minutes
of His Majesty’s Council6 Jan 1736/7 - 1 Jul 1736
Special Festival Edition - No Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Minutes
of His Majesty’s Council8 Nov 1737 - 16 Dec 1736

Vol. XVI
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

3 Jan 1737/8 - 3 Nov 1737
7 Feb 1737/8 - 8 Mar 1737/8
9 Mar 1737/8 - 10 July 1738
7 Aug 1738 - 8 Aug 1738

Vol. XVII
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Maj esty ’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

8 Aug 1738 - 9 Aug 1738
10 Aug 173 8 - 5 Sept 173 8
5 Sept 1738 - 6 Mar 1738/9
7 Mar 1738/9 - 7 Aug 1739
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1961

Vol. XVIII
N o.l- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 8 Aug 1739 - 11 Aug 1739
No.2- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 11 Aug 1739 - 16 Aug 1739
No.3 & No.4 - No Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

1962

Vol. XIX
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

1963

1964

Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 4 Sept 1739 - 3 Oct 1739
Minutes o f His Majesty’s Council 3 Oct 1739 - 17 Nov 1739
Minutes of His Majesty’s Council 8 Nov 1739 - 9 Nov 1739
No Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

Vol. XX
N o.l- Minutes
No.2- Minutes
N o.3 - No Minutes
No.4- Minutes

Vol. XXI
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Maj esty ’s Council
o f His Majesty’s Council

Minutes of His
Minutes of His
Minutes of His
No Minutes of His

10 Nov 1739 - 4 Mar 1739/40
1 Apr 1740 - 8 May 1740
8 May 1740 - 9 May 1740

Majesty’s Council9 May 1740 - 10 May 1740
Majesty’s Council4 Sep
1739 - 2 Oct1739
Majesty’s Council3 Oct
1739 - 5 Oct1739
Majesty’s Council

1965

Vol. XXII
N o.l, 2 & 4- No Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
No.3- Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
3 Oct 1739 - 7 Nov 1739

1966

Vol. XXIII
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Vol. XXIV
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

1967

Majesty’sCouncil
Majesty’sCouncil
Majesty’sCouncil
Majesty’sCouncil
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7 Nov 1739 - 10 Nov 1739
4 Dec 1739 - 11 Apr 1740
8 May 1740 - 9 May 1740
9 May 1740

9 May 1740 - 1 Jul 1740
1740
6 Aug 1740
7 Aug 1740 - 7 Oct 1740

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

Vol. XXV
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Vol. XXVI
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
No Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council

of His Majesty’s Council7 Apr 1741 - 6 May 1741
of His Majesty’s Council8 May
1741- 2 Jun 1741
of His Majesty’s Council7 May
1741- 8 May 1741
of His Majesty’s Council

Vol. XXVII
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Vol. XXVIII
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutesof His
Minutesof His
Minutesof His
Minutesof His

Vol. XXIX
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Vol. XXX
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

8 Oct 1740-5 Nov 1740
2 Dec 1740-3 Mar 1740/1
3 Mar 1740/1 - 4 Mar 1740/1
5 Mar 1740/1

of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council

of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council
of HisMajesty’s Council

of His
of His
of His
of His

Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
Majesty’s Council
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7 Jul 1741 - 1 Sep 1741
20 Sep 1741
3 Nov 1741
4 Nov 1741 - 5Nov 1741

5 Nov 1741 - 9 Jan 1741/2
2 Feb 1741/2 - 1 Jun 1742
6 Jul 1742 - 5 Oct 1742
6 Oct 1742 - 6 Apr 1743

7 Apr 1743 - 8 Oct 1743
1Nov 1743 - 6 Mar 1743/4
3 Apr 1744 - 5 Jul 1744
6 Jul 1744 - 18 Dec 1744

8 Jan 1744/5 - 5 Aug 1745
6 Aug 1745 - 6 May 1746
1 Jul 1746 - 6 Jan 1746/7
10 Feb 1746/7 - 29 Jul 1747

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

Vol. XXXI
N o. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Maj esty ’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

29 July 1747- 10 Nov 1747
11 Nov 1747-26 Nov 1747
27 Nov 1747-3 Dec 1747
3 Dec 1747- 16 Mar 1747/8

Vol. XXXII
N o. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Maj esty ’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

17 Mar 1747/8-2 Aug 1748
5 Aug 1748-9 Aug 1748
6 Sep 1748
20 Sep 1748- 12 Jan 1748/9

Vol. XXXIII
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

13 Jan 1748/9 - 27 Janl 748/9
7 Feb 1748/9 - 7 Mar 1748/9
2 May 1749- 16 May 1749
13 Jun 1749-8 Nov 1749

Vol. XXXIV
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council

9 Nov. 1749- 11 May 1750
12 May 1750-25 June 1750
19 Nov 1551 -26 Marchl751
28 Mar 1751

Vol. XXXV
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Minutes of His Majesty’s Council
Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

unspecified date 1751
19 Dec 1751 - 12 May 1752
7 Jul 1752- 11 Mar 1752
3 Oct 1752- 19 Nov 1752

Vol. XXXVI
No. 1No.2No.3No.4-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

2 Jan 1753 -7 Aug 1753
4 Sep 1753 - 3 Dec 1753
18 Dec 1753 - 1 Jan 1754
5 Mar 1754

of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
of His Majesty’s Council
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1980

Vol. XXXVII
N o.lNo.2No.3No.4-

1981 Vol. 38 No.
No.
No.
No.

1234-

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

of His
of His
of His
of His

Minutes
Minutes
Minutes
Minutes

Majesty’s Council 6 Aug 1754 - 15 Nov 1754
Majesty’s Council 3 Dec 1754 - 4 Mar 1755
Majesty’s Council 5 Mar 1755 - 30 May 1755
Majesty’s Council 31 May 1755 - 4 Nov 1755

of His Majesty’s Council 10 Nov 1755 - 6 Jan 1756
of His Majesty’s Council 13 Jan 1756 - 4 May 1756
of His Majesty’s Council 1 Jun 1756-24 July 1756
of His Majesty’s Council 2 Aug 1756 - 3 Nov 1756

TRANSCRIPTIONS FROM THE BERMUDA JOURNAL OF ARCHAEOLOGY
AND MARITIME HISTORY

1989 Vol. 1

Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

16 Nov 1 7 5 6 -6 Dec 1757

1990 Vol.2

Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

3 Jan 1758- 16 Nov 1758

1991 Vol.3

Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

2 Jan 1759- 15 Dec 1759

1992 Vol.4

Minutes of His Majesty’s Council

1 Jan 1760-29 Dec 1760

NOTE: In general the Minutes of the Council were transcribed in chronological order.
However, in some cases the dates of entries are out of order. This index lists the date of
the first and the last council entries transcribed each Quarterly. In some cases an entry
within the same issue may not fall within the date range recorded.
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